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Abstract

24SevenOffice is a business software application delivered through an on-line rental com-
puting approach called Software-as-a-Service (SaaS). Since its launch in 1996 the application
has had a steady growth of functionality and, as a side effect, increased significantly in its
complexity. That the application has turned out complex was arguably inevitable consider-
ing the varied and complex problems it is addressing. But as a result this led to some parts
of the business software being complicated to learn and use. Fortunately, good interaction
design can manage complexity by providing organization, structure and an underlying logic
that once mastered makes everything fall into place. This thesis is analyzing one of the sys-
tems core components, the invoice system, and provides redesign suggestions for increasing
its usability. The used methods are modeled on Cooper’s Goal-Directed Design Methodol-
ogy, which includes: Personas, Scenarios, Design Principles and Design Patterns. Suggested
solutions address both tweaking the existing solution and presenting a vision for a major
rework.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

24SevenOffice is a web-based business software that has experienced an incredible growth
in both number of users and scope of its functionality since its launch in 1996. Today, the
web application has incorporated most of the business-related software features, available to
small and medium enterprises on the market. There are few if any web-based competitors
that can match 24SevenOffice’s broad functionality. This constitutes one of the product’s
greatest strengths, as it gathers all the business tools the user requires in one integrated
application it removes the hassle inherent in maintaining duplicated information in disparate
applications. But the price payed in the addition of more features over these years has been
one of increased complexity, that has transfered over to the user experience. The issue is
well understood by the developers of the product, reducing the complexity (e.g. features)
without alienating important customers is a great challenge. But much can be gained in
both the product’s user experience and subsequently customer value. Further, there is a
second major incentive to redesign the older parts of the web application. Since the launch
of 24SevenOffice in 1996 major improvements in both standardization and browser support
for its underlying technology (AJAX) has made it possible to create solutions which can run
on all major web browsers (i.e. cross browser). When 24SevenOffice first was constructed
the only web browser upon which it could properly run was Microsoft’s Internet Explorer.
This is still the case for major parts of the product functionality and to make it cross-
browser capable it essentially needs to be recoded from the beginning. Consequently, the
developers of 24SevenOffice are currently planning projects to redesign old components of
the application to make it cross-browser capable and of course to increase other aspects of
its usability as well. High on their priority list of core components to redesign is a tool for
creating and managing invoices (the Invoice System). It was in support of this effort that
the thesis work was conducted.

1.1 Thesis Outline

Chapter 2. Problem Description States the goals of the thesis project and the methods
which were used in order to reach them.

Chapter 3. Modern Advanced Business Systems Surveys the recent history and de-
velopment of modern business systems in general, and one component of it, the Cus-
tomer Relationship Management (CRM) in particular.
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction

Chapter 4. Relevant Web Technologies. Briefly describes a selection of major web
technologies and trends upon which 24SevenOffice is built.

Chapter 5. 24SevenOffice and the Invoice System. Presents the company and prod-
uct 24SevenOffice. The focus is on the content and functionality that is most relevant
to invoicing.

Chapter 6. Personas, Scenarios and Requirements. Introduces models of the invoice
system’s users (Personas) and begins the design process by envisioning how the system
better could help them reach their goals (Scenarios). This forms the bases of some
preliminary design requirements for a new invoice system.

Chapter 7. Redesign Suggestions. Presents redesign recommendation for both adjust-
ing the existing invoice system and suggestions for the upcoming extensive invoice
system redesign project.

Chapter 8. Conclusions. Contains personal reflections on the project and its outcome.



Chapter 2

Problem Description

The invoice system of 24SevenOffice is planned to undergo a major redesign effort in order
to make it even more competitive on the increasingly global business system market. A
major driver behind the redesign effort is to make the invoice functionality run on all major
web browsers. Other important usability goals include making the functionality easier to
learn as well as more effective and pleasant to use. The thesis problem is to investigate
how to redesign the invoice system to make it easier to learn and more effective to use, this
should however presumably lead to make it more enjoyable to use as well. To achieve these
design goals requires a deep understanding of who the important users of the invoice system
are and what they wish to accomplish with it. Backed with this knowledge the result was to
be both recommendations for tweaking the existing invoice system, as well as constructing
a vision for the major planned reconstruction of the invoice functionality.

2.1 Problem Statement

1. Who are the users of the invoice system and what are they trying to accomplish?

2. What form should the invoice system take in order to most effectively help those users
to reach their goals?

2.2 Goal

The goal of the thesis work is a set of redesign suggestions for the invoice system, which if
applied would lead to an invoice system clearly superior in usability. The suggestions should
further stay within the limits of what is technically feasible and economically viable.

2.3 Methods

The methods used in this thesis are primarily drawn from Goal-Directed Design, which is
a methodology developed at Cooper, a leading interaction design consultancy that is based
in San Francisco, California[10]. Their business and their working methods are based on
a simple idea. That is: if a product is designed in such a way that the people who uses
it achieve their goals, than those people will be happy, gladly pay for the product and
recommend others to do the same. If this also can be done in a cost-effective manner it

3



4 Chapter 2. Problem Description

will lead to business success[12]. To achieve such high product satisfaction it is important
to narrow down the design target. Every new feature is likely to please some user and
displease others[11]. Trying to accommodate most people by making the product as broad
in functionality as possible is a dangerous approach that is likely to lead to unsatisfactory
results. In a nutshell:

The broader the target you aim for, the more certainty you have of missing the
bull’s eye[11].

(Alan Cooper)

It might seem counterintuitive, but to satisfy a broad audience of users the best approach
is to design for a few users only. It is better to target 10% of the market and make them 100%
ecstatic about the product, than to target 50% of the market and make them 50% happy[11].
This is especially true for companies such as 24SevenOffice which, by selling their product
and services over the Internet, in effect has the whole world as their potential market. This
is the reason for why a portion of the thesis work was devoted to researching and portraying
a representative picture of the design target users. Thus, six current users of the invoice
system from four different companies were interviewed at their workstations. In addition
was the domain and technology of 24SevenOffice studied in the literature. Furthermore, was
conducted an analysis of the existing invoice system which culminated in a 80 page document
on a GUI component detail level, the main purpose of which was a deep understanding of
the invoice production and its current usability weak-points. After the major research phase
with the decided design targets in mind the design began. The design phase deployed the
basic interaction design toolkit of scenarios, design principles and design patters to sketch
out both a redesign vision for a major rework of the invoicing functionality, as well as to
provide redesign suggestions for increasing the usability of the existing system.

2.3.1 Research

The goal of the research was to increase the understanding of the users of the invoice system,
the system itself and its larger context. The topics researched include:

– The domain and purpose of modern business systems.

– The underlying technology and its constraints.

– The web application 24SevenOffice, in particular how the existing Invoice system is
meant to be used.

– The users of the Invoice system, their goals and aptitudes.

Literature Review

To learn about the applications scope and technology, literature on relevant subjects was
studied. In particular this included advanced business systems, AJAX and Cloud Comput-
ing. In particular books and scientific articles were read, but the literature review further
included web pages and internal company documents. To help in understanding the dif-
ferent domains, assistance from Subject Matter Experts (SME) were made available by
24SevenOffice.
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Product Analysis

Access to a demo client of the web application 24SevenOffice was provided by the company
24SevenOffice. To quickly learn the product’s scope and usage the author participated in
the five live web-based introductory courses on its usage. The five courses listed below was
all attended at least once, during which active listening and light note taking was done.

– General introduction and CRM

– Project and time registration

– Order/Invoice

– Accounting

– Purchase Orders

Using the demo client, an informal expert review on the interface of the Invoice system
was conducted. The results from this product analysis was captured in a report (written in
Swedish) that can be accessed at the following URL: http://www8.cs.umu.se/~dit04sin/
24SoFakturaAnalys.pdf The conducted product analysis also constitutes much of the basis
of Chapter 5.

Ethnographic Interviews

Informal interviews was conducted with users of 24SevenOffice at their workplace. The
context of the user’s normal work environment is in itself interesting and it provided the
opportunities for show and tell on how the web application was being used. The interview
method employed was based on a master-apprentice model of learning, that means that the
interviewer asks and observes the user as if he was a new apprentice to the user. The focus
of the interview was examining problems; effort was consciously made to steer away from
discussions of solutions or technology.

2.3.2 Design

Personas

Personas are models representing the user types which are targeted for design. They are
textual presentations often including a photo and usually based on observed user’s behaviors
and characteristics[17]. Thus they are not real users but represent them during the design
process. The personas created in this thesis are primarily based on the data collected from
ethnographic interviews, but other sources such as Subject Matter Experts (SME) and
concepts from design literature where also used in their construction.

Scenarios

Scenarios are a form of narratives which describe a plausible future[12]. Narrative, as one
of the oldest human activities, is an effective way to imagine a new and better future. The
effectiveness of scenarios has long been known to military tacticians, which by imagining
a range of possible scenarios can help ensure that they are prepared for any event[17]. In
product design they are method for both constructing and illustrating design solutions.

http://www8.cs.umu.se/~dit04sin/24SoFakturaAnalys.pdf
http://www8.cs.umu.se/~dit04sin/24SoFakturaAnalys.pdf


6 Chapter 2. Problem Description

Design Principles

Design Principles are guidelines that address design issues of behavior, form, and content[12].
Great Design Principles reflect the values and wisdom of the interaction design community,
and as such they are an especially invaluable tool for new inexperienced designers. Many
have written guidelines for interaction design. But when the great guidelines are compared to
one another they usually have much in common. This is because fundamentally most of them
have their basis in psychology (e.g. how people learn, perceive, reason and remember)[22].
It is important to understand some of the theory behind each guideline, otherwise the
principles can be misinterpreted and applied in the wrong context. This thesis primarily
deploys the Design Principles used at the interaction design consultancy Cooper[10], and
from the book Designing with the Mind in Mind, by Jeff Johnsson[22].

Design Patterns

[A Pattern] is a problem which occurs over and over again in our environment,
and then describes the core of the solution to that problem.

(Christopher Alexander, quoted in [31])

The term and idea was first introduced by the architect Christopher Alexander in 1977,
who used it to catalog common architecture solutions[37]. In 1994 the concept was famously
applied to software in the book Design Patterns: Elements of Reusable Object-Oriented
Software by the Gang of Four[31]. A few years later it had also made its way into interaction
design. This thesis uses the following two books as its primary source of design patterns:

– Designing Interfaces: Patterns for Effective Interaction Design, by Jenifer Tidwell,
(2005).

– Designing Web Interfaces: Principles and Patterns for Rich Interactions, by Bill Scott
and Theresa Neil, (2009).



Chapter 3

Modern Advanced Business
Systems

The development of modern advanced business systems has revolutionized how business is
being conducted[5]. This chapter surveys its origin and subsequent impact on business and
user experiences. After reviewing enterprise-spanning business systems, called Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP), the scope is narrowed down to one of its prominent components,
the Customer Relationship Management (CRM). The concept of CRM constitutes a central
core of 24SevenOffice, and the invoice system depends on it for its proper intended use.

3.1 History of Pre-Modern Business Systems

Decades ago, as personal computers first made its introduction to the business world, com-
puter applications were narrowly focused on single business functions. This led to enter-
prises ending up with numerous independent systems[15]. It was an arduous task to transfer
information between these isolated systems. Sometimes this even involved printing data,
physically carry it to the next department and manually type it into their machine[5]. This
severely hampered the information flow inside enterprises which is a critical risk factor in
the modern rapidly changing economy[15]. There were in addition other issue arising from
the hassle in keeping each standalone database up to date. Decision making was plagued
with information inconsistencies and multiple versions of the same data. As a result inter-
departmental cooperation and coordination suffered. There were cries for change and when
network technologies became ubiquitous during the 90s, the direction was set: Enter the era
of the integrated modern advanced business systems!

3.2 Introducing Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)

Information technology within businesses has been analogously compared to the nervous
system of a human body. An Enterprise running on standalone systems, as described in 3.1,
may have each separate solution operating efficiently on its own. But businesses, just like
living organisms, must coordinate their actions. What isolated systems are missing resemble
the interconnected neurons in the brain [15]. Steve H. Haekel and Richard L. Nolan have
described the issue eloquently:

7



8 Chapter 3. Modern Advanced Business Systems

”A firm’s IQ is determined by the degree to which its IT infrastructure connects,
shares and structures information. Isolated applications and data, no matter
how impressive, can produce idiot savants but not a highly functional corporate
behavior[18]”.

(Steve H. Haekel and Richard L. Nolan)

The modern applied solution to these issues of organizational cooperation and coordi-
nation is Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP). ERP aims to integrate all departments and
functions across an entire organization into a single computer system[5]. Since its concep-
tion it has enjoyed a remarkable success. ERP software is at the time of writing the fastest
growing segment in the software industry and it is by many considered to be one of the
most important developments in information technology during the last two decades [32].
The market revenue for ERP is estimated to reach $ 47 billion during 2011, which is a
staggering growth of more then 67% since 2006[21]. This sheer growth of ERP stresses a
critical understanding of its potential risks and disadvantages.

3.2.1 ERP Challenges

Implementing ERP imposes standardized ways of conducting business. These standards,
which are built into the software, are often well thought out and based on industry best
practices[5]. All employees are required to accept these new ERP-built-in standards for the
system to function. Introducing ERP thereby grants companies an opportunity to funda-
mentally alter how their employees work. But employees are in general hesitant to change,
and resistance against its implementation may arise from fear of headcount reductions and
unwelcome job modifications. Buy-in is essential for a successful introduction and much work
must be done to spread the business case supporting ERP throughout the organization[5].
But it is also crucial not to confuse an enterprise’s business goals with individual employees’
real goals. Individuals’ actual goals are usually quite different from their job descriptions.
It is reasonable to believe that an accounting clerk’s goal is to process invoices efficiently.
But this is probably not so. The efficient processing of invoices is more likely the goal of the
clerk’s employer. The clerk is himself concentrating on goals such as appearing competent
at his job and keeping himself engaged while performing repetitive routine tasks[12].

ERP is a complex business system with many users of varied needs. This intrinsic
complexity has usually transgressed into making the software complex for employees to use
as well. Users transitioning to ERP may find that the many new features and options
add a new level of complexity. If the employees find the ERP software hard to use they
might start feeling resentment against the whole project, even though its business case is
sound. Psychology has furthermore showed that people who experience repeated failure
with technology-related tasks tend to blame themselves, and in severe cases this can lead
to feelings of helplessness[29]. If it is true that happy employees, make happy customers,
make happy shareholders[6], then bad ERP user experience can cause a whole enterprise
to suffer. To avoid this lamentable scenario companies should allocate enough resources to
sufficiently train all users in the new ERP software[5]. But training is expensive and ERP
development companies have a pivotal responsibility in making their products easier to use.

With this caveat stated, it is important to take note that successful ERP empowers
employees. Which can in turn lead to more enjoyable jobs[15]. This is clearly evident in the
fastest growing component of ERP[21][6]: The Customer Relationship Management (CRM).
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3.3 Customer Relationship Management (CRM)

Customer Relationship Management (CRM) is closely related to the concept of ERP. CRM
software is built to facilitate interdepartmental cooperation, specifically between those of
sales, marketing and customer service. Thus, CRM can be understood as a subdivision or
component under the umbrella term ERP. However, CRM also has a unique history of its
own, with an extensive business strategy theory to back it up. Its origins can be traced
back to tendencies of integrating marketing, selling and service stand-alone software that
took shape during the late 1980s. Banks and insurance companies played a leading role in
this development when they realized that their customer records files were a treasure-trove
of marketing information[6]. Another important trend came from call centers beginning to
make outbound sales calls, and thus overlapping their information needs with that of their
sales department. As these interdepartmental information requirements became increasingly
evident there were many attempts to consolidate one customer view for the whole company.
These software developments coincided with market findings which claimed that selling to
existing customers was on average six times more cost-effective than finding and selling to
new customers. Thus, many enterprises started shifting focus away from continually seeking
new customers to concentrate on generating more sales from their existing customers[28].
During these discussion the term and concept of CRM emerged. The term still means
different things to different people. IT companies have had a tendency to equate CRM
with the software that automate marketing, selling and service functions. But CRM is
additionally an important management discipline[6]. To get a clearer picture of what is
meant by CRM it is useful to contrast it with other business strategies. After such a
discussion, this section will provide examples of possible CRM benefits.

3.3.1 CRM, Production and Product Oriented Businesses

Though most businesses understand that they are dependent on their customers, few en-
terprises can claim to be truly customer centered[6]. To understand what is meant by this
distinctions it is useful to contrast the customer oriented CRM approach against Production
and Product oriented businesses.

Production Oriented Businesses

Production Oriented Businesses believe that customers most value low-price products. They
go to great length in reducing their operational costs and routes to market[6]. It is a
historical fact that, reducing the cost of manufacturing was the essential contribution of
the industrialization, and that it went on to be the primary economic driver for more than
175 years[12]. The early car industry is a classic example of production oriented businesses.
But the invention and spread of the computer has fundamentally changed the playing field.
Software is integrated in increasingly ever more products and competitive companies utterly
depends on it. The critical differentiator with software, that sets it apart from industrial age
products, is that once it has been developed it can be reproduced an unlimited number of
times for virtually nothing. Production oriented businesses struggle with keeping up to this
change. There is little benefit gained in reducing the costs of writing software, compared to
the great risk of compromising its quality by doing so[12].
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Product Oriented Businesses

Product Oriented Businesses believe that customers choose products based on design, qual-
ity, performance or features. This is often the attitude of highly innovative and entrepreneurial
firms[6]. But these firms frequently lack input from their customers and product users. Be-
cause these firms then have to rely on their own assumptions about what the customer wants
they are as a result likely to fall into the trap of self-referential design[12]. In a nutshell this
means that the firm is designing products they themselves would like to have. But designers
and developers are rarely good representatives for the majority of potential users. Their
own preferences may end up making the products over-engineered, hard-to-use and too ex-
pensive for most. The price-insensitive subset of the market, known as innovators, which
might respond positively to claims of product excellence is less then 2.5% of the potential
market[6].

CRM or Customer Oriented Businesses

CRM or Customer Oriented Businesses on the other hand are dedicated to learn about their
customers’ requirements and other competitive conditions. Their overreaching strategic
goal is winning and then keeping profitable customers, and they are constantly trying to
allocate resources to where they best enhance customer value[6]. But some customer oriented
companies do this better than other. There are important caveats to this approach. To learn
about and listen to customers is not the same thing as having customers dictate product
development. Customers rarely know what they want before they have seen it[12], and
uncritical following customers requests can cause feature creep. That means an ongoing
addition of new features in a product with the end result of unnecessary functions and over-
complication. Donald Norman has estimated that the complexity of software increases as
the square of the features [29].

There is likewise a subtle but important difference between the customers and users of
a product. This is especially true regarding business software, when most of the time it is
the IT people buying the system, instead of the people who will use it everyday[17]. But
even when the end users are involved in the purchase, researching what moves a customer
to buy a product is a different affair than researching how he uses that product[12]. A
Customer Oriented Company strives to learn about both. It has been said that every
company benefits from a customer-centric orientation[6]. To reach this, businesses should
promote a culture that puts the customer first. Its effectiveness is greatly empowered by a
supporting IT system that automates the customer-facing processes, and enables them to
analyze customer-data.

3.3.2 Illustrative CRM Stories

In order to exemplify how CRM can benefit a company this section provides a set of stories
concerning the fictive printer company SmartPrint which has successfully been using a
CRM system for several years. Three short narratives are meant to illustrate how CRM can
support sales, marketing and customer service.

Sales Narrative

When the potential customer Alice calls SmartPrint to inquire about their printing service
offers Bob in sales answers. Alice explains that she is running a medium size accounting
firm, and that they require a set of new printers. Bob runs a quick credit check on Alice
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and sees that her firm has a good credit score. As they go on to discuss Alice’s firm’s
printing needs Bob has access to the information about their products in the CRM system.
He can immediately give a customized proposal with exact price. Alice buys two printers,
one scanner, enough printer ink for months and service agreements lasting for three years.
After the conversation Bob types all of this information into the CRM system, which now
contains Alice as a new customer. He also sends her the first bill using the CRM software.

One year later Alice calls up SmartPrint again to buy another printer. The sales person
who answers this time has never spoken with Alice before. But he reads in the CRM that
she has previously bought two printers from them. Alice is happy with those printers and
he can recommend her to buy another one from the same manufacturer. The new sales
person also sees that Alice’s firm, after the initial batch, has not been buying any more
ink from them. It turns out that Alice has been buying her printer ink from a competitor.
SmartPrint is willing to offer her a better deal than her current ink provider and as a result
wins her back as an ink customer.

Two more years pass and by this time both Bob and Alice have moved on to other jobs.
But the CRM system still remembers that Alice’s firm’s service agreement is about to run
out. It therefore recommends SmartPrint’s sales personal to call up the Alice old firm and
propose a new deal. They do so and also manages to sell additional printers and scanners.

Marketing Narrative

SmartPrint has realized that marketing campaigns directed towards their existing customers
is cost-effective. They therefore often run customized market campaigns to target these
customers. A big success was when the company offered every customer with a specific old
printer in the region of Stockholm to trade them into buying a better printer for a reduced
price.

Service Narrative

Suddenly one of Alice’s firm’s printer stops working. When Alice calls SmartPrint they are
confused about what could be wrong. Alice’s phone call is connected to several different
people before they agree to replace her printer. But because each person Alice has spoken to
wrote down the highlights of their conversation in the CRM, Alice has never had to repeat
herself.
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Chapter 4

Relevant Web Technologies

24SevenOffice builds upon a large set of technologies. This section presents a handful of
critical technologies, all related to the web. This includes the early origins of the web,
from its transition into graphical medium and, with what has been dubbed the AJAX
revolution, recently into a highly interactive medium. These technical web developments
have made possible new business models for selling software, which are highly relevant for
an understanding of 24SevenOffice.

4.1 HTML and The Dawn of The Web

Two and a half decades ago a physicist named Tim Berners-Lee was considering his pro-
fession’s need of more effectively sharing research data. To accomplish this digitally was a
daunting task, since physicists used a wide variety of computers and had no presentation
software in common. But the diligent Berners-Lee took it upon himself to build the com-
plex tools necessary and by Christmas 1990 he had completed a working solution. Drawing
upon the concept of Hypertext, originated 50 years earlier, Berners-Lee had invented the
HyperText Markup Language (HTML), as well as the first web browser, web server and
a corresponding protocol for communication between the two, known as the HyperText
Transfer Protocol (HTTP).

The HTML constitutes the basic building block of web pages. In a nutshell it provides
semantic structure to the content of web pages. What falls in between two HTML tags such
as <p> and </p> is for instance defined as a paragraph. Another core feature of HTML
is that it provides hyperlinks as references to other documents. This affords a network of
interrelated HTML documents which when modeled can look like a spider web. Berners-Lee
subsequently named his new inventions the World Wide Web, and on it he published the
world’s first web page. The web’s first users were Berners-Lee’s initial target users, those
who worked in physics laboratories or universities. But soon many more realized the web’s
fit to their needs and it rapidly expanded well beyond the world of academia. Today, much
thanks to the web, it is estimated that almost a third of the human population is using the
Internet[33].

13
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4.2 Graphical Browsers and CSS

The first web browsers where non-graphical and could only display text. But in 1992 the
first graphical browsers began to appear[27]. These graphical browsers afforded a new point-
and-click interface and could display pictures. These two features provided for a superior
user experience and the graphical browsers soon came to eclipse their text-only predecessors.
Today approximately 100% of all browsers in use employ a graphical user interface[33]. The
new graphical side of the web created demand for tools to control its visual presentation,
and subsequently HTML grow to integrate such functionality. But HTML was soon realized
to be an inflexible and insufficient tool for the task[27]. Shifting strategy, a complementary
technology called Cascading Style Sheets(CSS) made its appearance in 1996[25]. The intent
for CSS was to assimilate all issues concerning the presentation, and thus leaving HTML
to concentrate solely on its core value of providing semantic structure. HTML without
presentation details is cleaner and more readable[27].

Abstracting the control of presentation away from HTML also brought many other ben-
efits. It became much easier to apply the same presentation details to several different
elements in a group of web pages. In the old way each element had to be edited and
changed individually. CSS instead allowed many elements to be manipulated from a single
point. But CSS presentation control was not only more efficient than that of HTML, it
also made available many new possibilities. Highly significant was the new CSS-enabled
control of the web page layout[25]. Before the advent of CSS web designers had to resort to
several workarounds, often involving tables, in order to create complex and visually pleasing
layouts. With the introduction of CSS much of that became obsolete.

From its conception CSS promised to make the web designers’ life easier. But the actual
implementation of CSS standards in web browsers was a complicated story. For a long
time the dominant web browsers, which where Microsoft’s Internet Explorer and Netscape
Navigator, differed fundamentally in their interpretation of CSS[23]. The two giants had
turned CSS into a weapon in the market struggle and as a consequence the standardization of
CSS greatly suffered. Microsoft eventually defeated Netscape which disbanded in 2003[19].
Since then the CSS situation has stabilized, and even though CSS support today is not
perfect, it has immensely improved since those earlier turbulent years.

4.3 The AJAX User Interface Revolution

During most of its history the web’s user interface has been notably primitive. User input
could only come from clicking on links or submitting forms. Moreover, every response to the
user, from the server, was punctuated by a page refresh[31]. These limitations were especially
evident when compared to the rich counterpart in desktop applications, where features such
as Drag-and-drop had been present even before the first web page was published[12]. This
situation was not surprising considering the web’s humble origin as a medium for researchers
to share scientific papers. But as the web expanded to accommodate increasingly more user
needs, these limitations became an impediment for its further development. Since the mid
90s there had been several technologies put in action to increase the interactivity of the web,
notably Flash and Java applets[24]. But the real interface revolution can be said to first have
arrived in 2004 with the launch of Gmail and Google Maps[31]. These two sites deployed a
combination of technologies that enabled them to present a user experience as seamless as
desktop applications. Gone was the obnoxious need to constantly refresh the page. The new
method and cluster of technologies that enabled Gmail and Google Maps was subsequently
dubbed AJAX by the influential information architect Jesse James Garrett, to discuss it
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with his customers, and the name caught on[14]. Garrett originally intended the name to be
an acronym for Asynchronous JavaScript and XML. But that incorrectly implied that XML
was a requirement. Realizing his mistake, Jesse James Garrett subsequently announced
AJAX was not to be considered as an acronym[24]. The AJAX method is based on the
following 5 technologies:

– HTML is essential to any web page, AJAX or non-AJAX.

– CSS is the effective way to describe how web pages are presented.

– A Server Side Language is required to run on the server side in order for it to
respond intelligently to user’s input. 24SevenOffice runs on a combination of both
ASP and C#, but there are many other alternatives, such as PHP and Java.

– JavaScript is a scripting language running on web browsers (client side). It essentially
tells the browser what to do, but this needs to be interpreted by the browser which
then subsequently does all the work[23]. JavaScript is of critical importance when
considering the Graphical User Interface (GUI) of 24SevenOffice.

– XMLHttpRequest is an extension to JavaScript that allows web pages and servers
to communicate without refreshing the web page[14]. This is the most recent part of
AJAX and what is setting it apart from the previously existing technologies[24].

4.3.1 JavaScript and the Document Object Model (DOM)

The first version of JavaScript was released by Netscape in 1995. It was mostly employed
as an optional enhancement and could slightly increase a web page’s interactivity[24]. But
since then its scope has greatly expanded and now it makes up a core component of AJAX
and in extension 24SevenOffice. JavaScript is a scripting language designed to run on web
browsers. The web browser interpret what the script wants to do, and then essentially does
all the work itself[23]. JavaScript can manipulate the browser’s own properties, such as
browser windows size and position. But it can also more importantly dynamically change
the local web page document running in a browser. This is provided that the browsers
supports a specific Application Programming Interface (API) known as Document Object
Model (DOM)[24]. The DOM is a conceptualization of a web page as it runs in a web
browser. Because HTML has a hierarchical structure the same is true for the DOM, which
takes the model of a tree graph. The DOM tree API allows JavaScript to browse through
its nodes and get information about them. But it can also change those nodes, remove them
completely or add new ones[23]. Before JavaScript such changes could only be accomplished
by the server sending a complete new page and thus also leading to a page refresh. There is
still some discord between JavaScript and web browsers. The DOM varies between browsers,
and some of the browser’s basic features are ill equipped to deal with JavaScript. Functions
such as the back-button or bookmarking may not be working as the user is expecting them
to.

4.3.2 AJAX Compatibility Issues

Important to the original developers of the web was the ideal that it ought to be open to
all kinds of users and various computers. In the words of the inventor of the web himself:
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”The power of the Web is in its universality. Access by everyone regardless of
disability is an essential aspect[20]”.

(Tim Berners-Lee)

The AJAX revolution has brought forth new challenges to the champions of this ideal.
Their issue is not with AJAX when it is applied as an optional enhancement to traditional
web pages (e.g. Google Suggest), but when the AJAX technology is built into the core of
the web pages, as is the case with Google Docs or Google Maps. Web pages that require
AJAX blocks out users whose browsers do not run JavaScript and cause troubles for the
users with screen readers[24]. Another challenge to the web universality is that JavaScript
for historical reasons is interpreted differently by some competing web browsers. Although
recently the situation with browser interpretation has improved, it still requires much extra
work to create JavaScript code that runs on all major browsers[23]. As a consequence, many
AJAX web applications have been limiting themselves to run on a narrow set of browsers.

The 24SevenOffice web application with its long history is no exception, and even though
all of the newest additions to the application works on several different browsers, the old
core of the application still is restricted to Microsoft’s Internet Explorer. This includes
the Invoice system, which is another reason apart from increasing its usability why it is of
interest to redesign it.

4.3.3 AJAX Usability Issues

It is a fallacy to assume that richer interface opportunities, such as those provided by AJAX
to the web, automatically leads to better usability. The limitations of the traditional web’s
user interface have in fact significantly contributed to its simplicity of use. An illustrative
example can be drawn from the many ill-designed Flash web pages which in general are
suffering from inconsistent and haphazard user interfaces[24]. The standard controls of the
traditional web (e.g. scrollbars and links) has brought uniformity and thus predictability.
The web users have learned what to expect when e.g. clicking on a hyperlink, (that is,
a new web page is loaded). However, helping users predict which web page that loads
is considered as one the largest design issue for traditional web pages[17]. While facing
this challenge librarians proved to have much applicable expertise and from library science
emerged the school of Information Architects which subsequent influence on the structuring
of web pages and corresponding navigation has been great.

However, the many new AJAX-enabled user interface opportunities brought an upsurge
of new design issues on to the web. Most of these new web issues are already known to the
field of Interaction Design, which has worked with these problems in desktop applications
for decades[12]. Other issues however proved to be completely original. Although many
web applications are increasingly looking and feeling like desktop applications, there are
still many constraints and opportunities tied to it as a specific medium[24].

4.4 Cloud Computing

Cloud Computing can broadly be described as any computing service provided over the
Internet[39]. This makes for a rather abstract concept to analyze, but a useful approach is a
classification scheme based on which type of services that are provided. With such a model
it is possible to fit most cloud computing into one out of the following categories[30].
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– Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) which is heralded by many as the new wave in ap-
plication and 24SevenOffice is a good example of SaaS.

– Web Services is closely related to SaaS but instead of offering full-blown applications
they enable developers to access functionality over a network[30]. Web services are
built to afford machine-to-machine interaction, which differs from SaaS which to a
high degree concerns human-machine interaction.

– Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) gives subscribing developers access to hardware and
software frameworks over the web, provided for by another company. The subscriber
outsources the maintenance of the development platform and the software framework
can include useful advanced services such as the payment mechanism for e-commerce
websites[39].

– Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) is the concept of buying access to hardware
over the web on a pay-as-you-go basis. This can include servers or storage. Web
hosting is one example of IaaS where you pay another company a monthly fee to have
your website on their web servers[39].

Cloud computing shares many similarities with how computing was done before the per-
sonal computer revolution. In the early 1980s, when powerful computers were expensive
and far apart, it was likely that a company in need of fast calculation of their sales fig-
ures, would buy that service from another company which specialized in providing such
computations[39]. The arrival of the personal computer made such calculations compara-
tively more cost-effective in-house and the market for such specialized computing services
disappeared. Thus, since the late 1980s the PC do-it yourself attitude has become the norm.
But recent developments seem to be tipping the scale back in favor of outsourcing software
again. The main contributing factors behind this change being related to developments and
spread of network technologies. The great computing potential provided for by networking
was already understood and articulated by the developers of the predecessor to Internet,
the Advanced Research Projects Agency Network (ARPAnet) project[7]. In 1969 one of
ARPAnet’s chief scientist wrote:

”As of now, computer networks are still in their infancy, but as they grow up
and become sophisticated, we will probably see the spread of ‘computer utilities’
which, like present electric and telephone utilities, will service individual homes
and offices across the country[7]”

(Leonard Kleinrock)

Today the Internet has directly reached a third of the human population and in most
industrialized countries these numbers are significantly higher. The Nordic countries for
instance have an average Internet penetration of about 90%[33]. But the road is still long
before Cloud Computing can be considered as a fully mature technology. The greatest
obstacle holding Cloud Computing back is its lack of standardization. This impedes the
communication between the service providers and their customers, and unless an enterprise
feels that they can trust the cloud service provider’s services, they will not host their data or
application in the cloud[30]. Though many cloud providers offer a mutual contract between
them and their users, the contracts are usually rather weak on user compensation. When
a service goes down for whatever reason the user can be left hanging. Related to this are
issues regarding security of sensitive data. Corporate information is not only a competitive
asset, but often contains information about the customers, which if it gets in the wrong
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hands could create a civil liability or even lead to criminal charges. It is telling that in a
survey conducted by IDC (International Data Corporation) in 2009 almost 75% of queried
IT executives reported security as their primary concern[30], and in another survey 80% of
the executives admitted to their organizations having occasionally or often backed away from
innovative business opportunities because of information security concerns. The importance
of IT security was recently highlighted when in April 2011 the personal information of some
77 million Sony PlayStation Network account holders where illegally obtained by hackers.
When the incident was made public the stock value of Sony sharply dropped about 10%[38].

4.4.1 Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)

Web applications, by virtue of how they are accessed, have made possible a new business
model for selling software, called Software-as-a-Service (SaaS). This new approach, allows
customers to subscribe to on-line access to software applications. The profound benefits this
business model brought on was already envisioned in 1999 when Phil Wainewright wrote[13]:

”The packing of application services for delivery through online rental computing
marks a new shift in the evolution of information technology more significant
than the advent of the PC. It will radically change the status quo and become
the engine of a new networked economy[13]”.

(Phil Wainewright)

This statement was written during the height of the Dot Com era, one year before
the IT bubble burst, and his excitement must accordingly be placed within its historical
context[16]. But Wainewright was possibly really on to something. Gartner has predicted
that already during 2011 a full quarter of all new business software will be delivered as SaaS.
The main driver behind its recent growth is the maturation of related web technologies[8].
The SaaS business model provides significant advantages over the traditional ”development
and release” approach to both software developers and their customers. These advantages
include among the following:

– Better Price. SaaS essentially removes the distribution cost of the code, and no
expensive installation is required. Implementing enterprise software used to be a highly
expensive undertaking. Traditionally software developers would get paid once during
delivery and perhaps during some maintenance. But with the new SaaS business model
there is instead some revenue arriving each month. This subscription method smooths
out the income stream for their software developers[13]. For the customer SaaS likewise
provides both stable and known costs, and it is flexible; when e.g. customers needs
more user accounts they can simple purchase them instantaneously and without any
additional costs[6].

– Easier to Upgrade. Because the SaaS code is running on the developers comput-
ers, modification or update to an application is delivered automatically and instanta-
neously to all users.

For enterprise software this alleviates the workload of a customer company’s in-house
IT department, and thereby enable those resources to be reallocate to better serve in
creating the company’s core values[6].

– Expanded Market. The SaaS business model expands the potential customer mar-
ket base to the entire Internet. For individual software vendors this mean they must
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compete on a global market. Furthermore, since implementing SaaS enterprise soft-
ware is cheaper and a financially less risky endeavor than installing traditional soft-
ware, it opens up a larger market of small and medium size enterprises[13].

SaaS also has its disadvantages and these include:

– Dependence on Third-Parties. Many organizations find it difficult to trust third-
parties to manage their applications. These organizations may fear for the security
of their data; both that it might get stolen or lost (e.g. in the case of bad back-up
routines or in the case the SaaS provider goes bankrupt)[26].

– Lack of flexibility. Essential for the SaaS business model is the economies of scale
it can provide by serving multiple customers with the same application. SaaS appli-
cations can in general be configured, but not customized by customers. Consequently
SaaS works best when it meets the needs of a wide variety of customers. However,
for niche companies that require specific business application there might not be any
suitable SaaS solution available[9].
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Chapter 5

24SevenOffice and the Invoice
System

24SevenOffice is an ERP system that has combined most of the business-related software
features, that are available to small and medium enterprises on the market, into one web
application. Its intrinsic wide-ranging functionality is further enhanced by integrations with
additional third party Cloud Computing services. These integrations, among other things,
enable bank services, credit scores and debt collection services to be performed within the
confines of 24SevenOffice. Furthermore, the web application 24SevenOffice provides a rich
Web Service API which allows external solutions to be integrated with it[4]. Building upon
this API some user of 24SevenOffice have made e-commerce websites that automatically
transfer orders placed on them into 24SevenOffice’s order management system.

The web application 24SevenOffice is distributed on the Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)
model. Access to the web application is payed by a monthly subscription fee, which is based
on the number of user accounts and the functionality unlocked for them[3]. For this monthly
subscription fee is 24SevenOffice responsible for keeping their ERP available and working.
According to their Customer License Agreement (CLA) they guarantee an up-time of at least
99.5% per month per twenty-four hours[2]. Consequently, the price of 24SevenOffice is both
fixed and known, which constitutes a critical advantage over non-SaaS competitors, which
are usually seen as high-risk investments[6].The non-SaaS (on-premise) approach to ERP
involves installing the software on the employing company’s own computers. Such a project
usually requires large upfront investments in new infrastructure (e.g. servers), and on top of
that corresponding maintenance costs. In strong contrast 24SevenOffice only requires a web
browser (for compatibility reasons preferably Internet Explorer) and an Internet connection.
With its few technical requirements, the implementation of 24SevenOffice comes down to
the following tasks:

– Installing settings and importing data. The web application 24SevenOffice may
require the configuration of some settings in the web browser to run (such as ActiveX
settings and enabling of pop-ups). In addition some user specified settings are required
within the 24SevenOffice client itself (e.g. accounting and e-mail settings). Further,
many new users of 24SevenOffice have old data (e.g. customer or product information)
from their previous business system that they wish to import.

– Training of the users of the application, which is arguably the most critical factor
if the employment of 24SevenOffice or any ERP is going to be successful[5].
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– Possible code customization of the web application. That is, the creation of
extra features inside 24SevenOffice, beyond what is already available in the standard
application, based on customer requests. Such customization has been done for impor-
tant customers of 24SevenOffice in the past, but because the web application is built as
multi-tenant this is acknowledged as highly problematic. 24SevenOffice multi-tenant
architecture means that one instance of the software running is serving all clients (ten-
ants). Consequently a change in the code for one client affects all the other clients as
well. Features which are only useful for a fraction of the users would still contribute
to increase the complexity of the application and afflict all. Thus such changes are
very costly and not likely to be conducted much more.

During their implementation of 24SevenOffice many customers hire official 24SevenOffice
consultants to facilitate the process. Specifying and installing correct settings is usually a
comparably easy task, but the time required to adequately train personal to accommodate
to the ERP varies greatly depending on several factors. Among the most important factors
are the scope of the ERP usage, the employees’ technical aptitude and motivation, and to
which extent they are willing to learn from additional sources. The company 24SevenOffice
provides several free web courses to its customers each week and there are many useful
documents on its usage available on the web.

Though a system depending on consultants has its benefits, it is increasingly becoming
an obstacle for the company’s explicit geographic expansion strategy. 24SevenOffice has
most customers in Scandinavia, with about 92% of its 2010 operating revenue coming from
Norway and 8% from Sweden[1]. But the company’s explicit strategy is to reach markets
beyond the Nordic countries, using channels such as their web site and App stores (in
particular Google Apps Marketplace).

Needless to say, dependence on consultant services does have a dampening effect on the
spread into new geographic areas without 24SevenOffice consultant presence.

Consequently, support for new users have even higher priority than it otherwise would.
A business reality that should be reflected in the redesign of the Invoice system.

This section will begin reflection on how to make the Invoice system easier to learn and
understand, among other usability goals. In particular the goal is to identify current weak
spots in the GUI, in order to prioritize those issues. Before narrowing down the core Invoice
system’s usability issues, it is useful to take a look at the larger extended application. In
part simply to define what is meant with the Invoice system, a task that is complicated by
strong interdependence and sometimes confusing overlap with other systems.

A good framework for the survey of the web application is the official categorization of
24SevenOffice, which divides the application into three modules[3]:

– CRM Module

– Economy Module

– Project Management Module

Though these categories are expansive, and many features span between them, the
scheme still serves as a good starting point for further exploration. An investigation that
will focus on the elements most relevant to invoicing.
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5.1 The CRM Module

The CRM Module is, as the name implies, primarily built to facilitate the management
discipline known as Customer Relationship Management (discussed in Section 3.3). This
Module is arguably the individually most important for 24SevenOffice; A large examination
of the SaaS CRM market in Norway performed by PC World Norge described 24SevenOffice
as essentially a CRM system with an accounting Module[40].

The technical core of the CRM Module is a database that stores information about
customers, suppliers and employees. This information is presented as data elements that
can be called CRM Cards. These Cards play a crucial role in 24SevenOffice, and many
features throughout the whole application are referring to them. The invoice system is no
exception and any invoice created must have such a Card as its target. According to the
GUI naming scheme there are five types of CRM Cards:

– Customer Company Cards

– Supplier Company Cards

– Contact Cards

– Private Customer Cards

– User Account Cards

But some of the Cards are so similar that they for all practical reasons can be regarded
as the same. The differences between Contact and Private Customer Cards are simply their
starting attributes. and the distinction between Customer and Supplier Company Cards is
mainly relevant for searching purposes. Therefore, for simplicity reasons, during the rest of
the thesis, both Private Customer and Contact Cards will be referred to as Contact Cards,
and Customer and Supplier Company Cards as simply Company Cards. Thus, the new
CRM data elements or Cards to consider are:

– Company Cards which represents a customer or supplying company.

– Contact Cards which represents an individual person.

– User Account Cards which represents a user of a particular 24SevenOffice client.

Typically stored on each Card are name: (required), contact information/history, invoice
address/history and more. Company Cards and Contact Cards can be linked in a many-to-
many relationship. The linking is meant to represent professional relationships. For example,
Bob (Contact Card) can be linked to SmartPrint (Company Card) with the relationship
status of his job title (e.g. Sales Consultant). Covering for the special circumstances that
a user of a 24SevenOffice client is employed by a company stored in the CRM, the User
Account Cards can also be linked to Company Cards. Their main function though is to
group an individual user’s settings, access rights, and use history.

In extension to the management of these Cards, the CRM hosts a great amount of other
features. These include tools for supporting the sales process which are in complicated ways
tied to the offer and order management system and in extension to the Invoice system.
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5.2 The Economy Module

Nearly all of the functionality relating to invoices in 24SevenOffice is residing within the
Economy Module. They are however scattered throughout the Module. Thus the task is first
to find and describe them. It is important to get a clear understanding of both the content
and functionality which is within the scope of redesign. Along with this goes thinking about
how the system could be better labeled and organized. The structuring should be based
on several factors: the conventions of business systems, the users computer skills, but most
importantly the user’s mental model (e.g. vocabulary, beliefs about classification, processes
etc)[34]. This means that the redesign should take into account what the users believe to
be true about business systems, billing and of course GUI controls (See Figure 5.1). It is
possible that the user’s mental model can change over time with subsequent interactions
with e.g. 24SevenOffice. But if a product from the outset can better match the user’s mental
models it will in general be both easier to learn and to use[17].

Figure 5.1: The implementation model is a result of how the web application is coded by the
developers of 24SevenOffice and constrained by technology. The user model has been built
up through the user’s previous experiences with similar tasks and additionally by interactions
with 24SevenOffice[29]. Likely, most users will never understand the implementation model,
or even bother about it. The GUI, which acts as communicator between the implementation
model and the user’s mental model, should reflect this and try to match the user’s vision of
how things work.

It is possible to accurately divide the invoice related features of the Economy Module
into two large categories:

1. There are those features that deal with incoming invoices (usually called Accounts
payable system). This constitutes a system where the user can register his incoming
invoices and pay the money he owes.

2. The features which deal with outgoing invoices (Billing), which mainly deals with
producing invoices to customers, but arguably can include the features that allows the
user to registers the money received from these invoices (Accounts receivable).

The first category, which manages incoming invoices, includes scanning, paying and
bookkeeping invoices, is perceived by 24SevenOffice stakeholders as both better working
and more difficult to grasp and redesign (requiring e.g. expertise in accounting). Con-
sequently, that falls outside the thesis redesign scope which thus focuses on the features
related to billing (hereafter simply referred to as the Invoice system). Thus defined the
Invoice system can be said to have its core in a screen where new invoices are created, called
New Order/Invoice. Just outside this core, however, lies features and other systems which
clearly have strong but elusive relationships to the Invoice system. These are order manage-
ment, product register, repeating invoice system, and customer ledger. A brief discussion
on each is appropriate.
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5.2.1 Order Management and the Invoice System

In the current GUI of 24SevenOffice, the core invoice system and order management have
strong but ambiguous ties. On the one hand, invoices and orders share the same creation
screen, and they are during creation considered as only slight variations of the same funda-
mental data element, sometimes referred to as Order/Invoice. But on the other hand, once
created invoices and orders are treated categorically different from one another.

The single factor which decides whether an Order/Invoice is an invoice or order is the
value of an attribute called order status. That is, an Invoice/Order with the order status
of invoice is an Invoice Object, while a Invoice/Order with any other order status, of which
there are 15 in total, such as confirmed, production or pack, is treated as Order Objects.
In practice the process to create an Invoice or Order are identical with the exception of
changing the order status attribute in a list box (see Figure 5.2).

Figure 5.2: Order status is the attribute which determines if the Order/Invoice is an Invoice
or an Order.

An Order Object can have its order status changed, and consequently can turn into
an Invoice Object, but once the order status is saved as invoice, that act is permanent
and stored in the bookkeeping. In this scheme, orders take on the form of something as
a dynamic potential invoice. Another significant differences between Order and Invoice
Object is where the GUI shows them after they have been created. There is an important
screen, called Order Status, that lists all Order/Invoice Objects saved in the system except
for those with the order status of invoice (Invoice Objects). This screen is the essential tool
for surveying current Order Objects and for changing their status. It could be regarded as
the main order management screen. There is no exact equivalent overview screen specific for
Invoice Objects. Instead, to find saved Invoice Objects the users must either search for them
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at a screen called Search Order/Invoice but this search feature is not optimized to filter out
Invoice Objects; the trick to do so is quite unintuitive and as a result most users are likely
to list all kinds of Order/Invoice Objects. There is further a screen called Customer Ledger,
but this screen can only display the Invoice Objects targeted towards a single customer at
a time. A third option could be to look for the invoices in bookkeeping reports.

To sum up, the impression is that during the creation process orders and invoices are
essentially the same data element, but once saved they become very distinct entities. It is
also possible to argue that in regard to the user’s mental model there is a tension in merging
the concepts of invoices and orders. The representative user’s mental model of a system is
hard to discover, but it should nonetheless be the ultimate goal of the GUI to match it. The
pioneer in Interaction Design, Alan Cooper, on the topic of GUI and user’s mental models
has passionately written that:

”Computer literacy, [ ... ], is nothing more than a euphemism for forcing human
beings to stretch their thinking to understand an alien, machine logic rather than
having software enabled products stretch to meet people’s way of thinking[12].”

(Alan Cooper)

It is unclear if the New Order/Invoice presentation of invoices and orders as essentially
the same element is an artifact primarily based on how the program is implemented in code
or if it actually represents how users think about the concepts. According to a Wikipedia
article most accounting software typically separates the features related to billing and what
is called Sales orders (Order management) into two distinct Modules[35]. There might be
good reasons for why the current Invoice system has the systems merged, but if not, a
redesigned invoice system might well benefit from untangling the two systems.

5.2.2 Product Management and the Invoice System

The Product Management is storing and presenting information about products with which
the particular company is trading. A portion of this information is presented directly to
the users at the Product Management screen and other parts in reports generated outside
the Product Management system at a screen called Reports. The data from the Product
Management is extensively used by other systems throughout the whole web application,
including the Supply Order system and the Invoice system.

In the Product Management the products are represented as Product Cards. These
Cards have many attributes some of which are valuable while other seem superfluous (see
Figure 5.3).

Among the important attributes of the Product Card are:

– Product name (system required).

– Product number (system required).

– Purchase and sale price.

– Accounting settings (e.g. sales tax rules).

– Available quantity in the inventory.

Less important or even outright superfluous are attributes such as:
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Figure 5.3: The excess attributes constitutes an acute usability issue as they both severely
detracts visibility from the valuable attributes and makes the Product Management appear
unnecessarily complex and complicated.

– Product ID (system required), which is different from Product number and is automati-
cally assigned. This number only seem to have value to the underlying implementation.
It is essentially of no concern to the user and does not belong in the GUI.

– Rental pricing information, which used to support a now defunct Module of 24SevenOf-
fice.

– Web shop pricing information. Unless the user has a web shop and there sell his
products at special prices these fields are unnecessary. Default should be to hide these
fields.

– Cash price, and many other of the pricing attributes. In total there are 15 form fields
which contribute to determine the billing price for the Product Card and most of them
are presumably never used.

In order to facilitate the searching and browsing among potentially numerous Product
Cards the system requires that they each must belong to a Product Category. The manner
in which Product Cards and Product Categories are presented on the Product Management
screen closely resemble how Microsoft’s Windows Explorer displays files and folders (see
Figure 5.4). Besides providing a structural order these Product Categories can further
impose financial account settings on the Product Cards they contain. These same financial
account settings can also be specified in the Product Cards, which is potentially confusing
since there is no warning in case of a conflict.

The GUI unmistakably presents the Product Management as a system distinct from the
Invoice system. According to the main menu structure, the Product Management screen
is not grouped with the Invoice and Order related screens, but is instead placed under its
own grouping of Products (see Figure 5.5). Further is the Product Management screen void
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Figure 5.4: The Product Cards and Product Categories closely resemble Windows Explorers
Files and Folders respectively.

of any references to either the Invoice or Order system. This portrays a distance between
the Product Management and the Invoice system that is arguably misleading. Although
the Product Management has value independent of the Invoice system (e.g. as a source
of product information), it still seems that the Product Management’s raison d’être is its
supporting role to the Invoice system. The Invoice system is as dependent on the Product
Management as it is on the CRM Module. In a crude sense, one might say that an Invoice
Object is a set of Product Cards targeted to a CRM Card for billing. The Invoice system’s
reliance on Product Cards brings with it two major groups of benefits:

– Efficient Information Storage and Reuse. The Product Cards provide potential
for effective reuse of pricing, discount and tax information attached to specific prod-
ucts. Such pricing information obviously anyhow needs to be stored somewhere (inside
or outside 24SevenOffice). If it is saved and kept up to date in the Product Cards
this both guarantees its availability and makes the invoice creation process more time
efficient.

– Product Specific Statistics. Counting the Product Cards invoiced provides data
to answer questions such as what sales and to whom (enabled by the CRM Cards).
This information can be found in reports, but could also be displayed in the Product
Management for easier access. Information to show could e.g. be the ranking of
Product Cards against each other (e.g. the best selling book), or see how the Product
has sold over time (in quantity and price) to, e.g., get a picture of where the Product
is in its life cycle: if it should be discontinued or produced in greater quantity. Given
a certain Product Card it could be interesting to see which customers have bought the
most of it, in total or during a time period. Similar information but presented in the
CRM Cards could display which customers have bought what, which quantity and for
what price.

The linkage of Product Cards to Invoice Objects furthermore inform the inventory
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Figure 5.5: The Product Management and New Order/Invoice are placed under different
categories in the main menu.

that products are shipping out, and thus it can automatically reduce the number of
available items in the inventory.

These above listed advantages and furthermore the work required to remove Product
Cards from the Invoice system is making a strong claim that the Product Cards should
stay on as an integral part of the system. What reasonably can be challenged however
is the form in which this dependence should be portrayed. The current Invoice system
only implicitly refers to the Product Management by importing Product Cards and is not
stating from where these are originally imported. The Product Management in turn makes
no references to the Invoice system. This situation is further confused as the Invoice system
has limited functionality at the New Order/Invoice screen for creating new Product Cards,
but its management of Product Cards is incomplete. The overview of stored Product Cards
is severely limited. The Product Cards are not effectively employed to enhance the user’s
browsing of Product Cards but only to narrow the scope of searches, additionally they
can neither be edited nor deleted in the New Order/Invoice screen. Since this limited
functionality is available and without any references to the Product Management it is quite
possible that new users become mislead to believe that Product Cards primarily belong
to the domain of the Invoice system. Consequently limiting themselves to the incomplete
Product Management of the New Order/Invoice screen. On these grounds there is much to
gain from either improving the support for managing Product Cards in the Invoice system
(essentially hijack the Product Management into an enlarged Invoice system) or make the
connection between the two distinctive systems more visible. This should benefit all users
but especially the beginners which as discussed in the introduction to Section 5 have an
extraordinary high strategic priority.

5.2.3 Order Templates and Repeating Invoices

24SevenOffice Invoice system excels over alternative lower-tech approaches to billing, such
as manually creating invoices in e.g. Microsoft Office, in two major aspects. 24SevenOffice
provides the user with more useful information during the creation process and it automates
more of the work that the user otherwise would be required to do himself.
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– Examples of the first aspect includes the importing of previously stored customers’
billing addresses from CRM Cards, pricing information from Product Cards as well as
any rules and warnings that prevent the creation of invalid or illegal invoices.

– The second aspect which concerns automation of tasks clearly overlaps with the first
aspect, as e.g. a customer address once stored in one CRM card can effortlessly be
imported and applied to multiple invoices. More user workload reductions are gained
from the Invoice systems integration with additional subsystems of the ERP, such as
the web application’s embedded email client which conveniently allows the produced
invoices to be sent as email attachments to the target customers.

The benefits of automation are not limited to production of single invoices; 24SevenOffice
additionally has support to generate Order Objects from templates, both manually and
automatically at a user specified frequency (a feature called Repeating invoices). Although
great in theory, both features have significant usability issues and would benefit from being
further developed.

Order Objects as Templates

It is possible to make use of existing Order Objects as templates for new Order Objects. To
do so the user right-clicks on a stored Order Object at the main Order Management screen
(or Order status screen) and chooses copy from a list of menu items. That generates and
displays a clone of the stored Order Object in the New Order/Invoice screen. This clone
can subsequently be edited and saved as a new distinct Order/Invoice Object. However,
this use of already stored Order Objects as templates is a rather obscure feature, quite
difficult to find. Still further problematic is the lack of any built-in distinction between
Order Objects meant to be invoiced and Order Objects only to be used as templates. Thus
keeping Order Objects in the system only to be used as templates is an approach likely to
cause mistakes. Consequently it seems as although Invoice Templates in theory could save
much work the current implementation is underdeveloped for the purpose and does not live
up to its potential.

Repeating Invoices

Better developed is another feature in 24SevenOffice, grouped under the heading of Re-
peating Invoices, that allows invoices to be semi-automatically generated at a user defined
frequency. This is especially convenient for e.g. users that invoice rents or subscriptions at
a monthly basis. The feature both acts as a reminder to send those recurrent invoices and
greatly reduce the work required to do so. Repeating Invoices is not directly inside the core
of the Invoice system (as this thesis is defining it) but is instead built as a superstructure
on top of it. The creation of these semi-automatic recurrent invoices schemes does not start
with either an Invoice Object nor an Order Object, but instead with what can be called a
Repeating Invoice Object. The Repeating Invoice Object acts as a somewhat complicated
template for the semi-automatic periodic creation of new Order Objects. The Order Objects
created from a Repeating Invoice are given the initial order status of repeating. To make
these Order Objects into final invoices (Invoice Objects) the user must do the final work of
changing their order status to invoice. This required final step is the basis for qualifying
the functionality as only partially automatic. However having a human being confirming all
invoices before they are stored is probably a reasonable safety precaution, and sending the
invoices in the current system would still require some manual work from the user.
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The creation screen GUI for Repeating Invoice Objects is in all but two significant
regards visually identical to that of the New Order/Invoice screen. The Repeating Invoice
Object has itself no order status and any Order Objects generated from it always receives
the order status repeating. Consequently there exists no GUI component to modify it. A
more distinct characteristic in the GUI is that each group of Product Cards included to
be billed in a Repeating Invoice Objects has some additional fields. These fields specify at
which date and subsequent frequency the group of Product Cards are to be billed. It is
significant that it is not the complete Repeating Invoice Object that forms the template for
new Order Objects which would be expected, but instead the individual groups of Product
Cards which it encapsulates (see Figure 5.6).

Figure 5.6: Groups of Product Cards inside of a Repeating Invoice Object. Each of these
groups have a different date and frequency. Consequently this Repeating Invoice Object
will create three different Order Objects each varying by which products they are billed for
and at which dates they are generated.

If these groups of Product Cards have varying dates then the subsequent Order Objects
generated will constitute divided versions of the Repeating Invoice Object. There is thus
a possible one-to-many relationship between Repeated Invoice Objects and its generated
Order Objects. The reason behind this somewhat complex one-to-many relationship seem
to be the possibility of gathering all recurrently billed invoices directed towards one customer
(CRM Card) at a single overview screen. However, this is arguably a task more suited for
the CRM Module and the individual targeted CRM Card. In general the overview for
Repeating Invoices could be enhanced. The main overview screen upon entrance is next
to blank. The only information directly available at the Repeating Invoice Main Overview
screen is a number with the description Total per month, which presumably is the monthly
average income from recurrent Invoices Objects to the company, but there are no tooltips
or help functions to confirm or disconfirm. It is possible to search for CRM Cards and see
all the repeating Invoices that are targeted against them, and the next time they should be
billed.

When the date for the billing of these Product Card groups inside the Repeating Invoice
Object is near (unclear exactly when) one out of two things happen, depending on user
specified settings.

1. The concerned Order Objects are automatically generated (with a pop-up notice as a
signal).

2. The concerned Order Objects go into a state of being potentially generated, but wait
before actually appearing for the user to press a button called generate in the Repeat-
ing Invoice system. The experience in the GUI of doing so is similar to that of fetching
e-mails.

There is a possible one-to-many relationship between Repeated Invoice Objects and
Order Objects with the order status of Repeating. However there is only a one-to-one
relationship between Repeated Invoice Objects and CRM Cards.
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5.3 The Project Management Module

The Project Management Module is the most recent addition to 24SevenOffice. The Mod-
ule is constructed with a new JavaScript library (namely Ext JS 3) which makes it fully
compatible with all major web browser. The JavaScript library also gives the Module a new
more modern looking GUI. Another significant although subjective quality of the Project
Management Module is the experience of it being a coherent whole. Much more than the
invoice system whose functionality is spread throughout the large Economy Module. But
then the Project Management Module is also marketed and sold as a Module that can stand
alone.

The Project Management Module as the first cross-browser Module is an essential com-
ponent of the company’s strategy to reach new markets outside Scandinavia. As such it is
the only Module marketed on the company’s international web page. The plan is however
to add additional ERP components to the international marketing strategy as soon as they
are made cross-browser.

5.4 The Core Invoice System

The production of an invoice in 24SevenOffice is relying on several different systems (See
Figure 5.7). Two of the most essential building blocks of an invoice in 24SevenOffice are
the Product Cards from the Product Management (Discussed in Section 5.2.2), and the
CRM Cards from the CRM Module (Discussed in Section 5.1). But the supporting role
that these systems have for the invoice system is not their only intended role and especially
for the CRM it is not even its most important. Then there is also the Order Management
which is so heavily intertwined with the invoice system that it is hard to tell them apart
(discussed in Section 5.2.1). Thus it is a complex matter to draw any clear line between
what functionality that should be considered part of the invoice system and what should not.
However, a reasonable assumption or definition is that producing and delivering invoices is
the core functionality of the invoice system. From that follows that a screen called new
Order/Invoice is firmly at the Invoice systems core. Since the same screen also produces
sales orders, it is consequently thus additionally, in the core of the Sales order management
system. Admittedly, there is the possibility to bypass the new Order/Invoice screen and still
create invoices by going through the repeating invoices system (discussed in Section 5.2.3
and shown in Figure 5.7). However, this is a specialized and secondary approach to produce
invoices. Since the New Order/Invoice screen is arguably the most important screen in the
invoice system a closer look at it is highly relevant.

5.4.1 The New Order/Invoice Screen

The New Order/Invoice screen produces either a new Order Object or a new Invoice Object
with included instances of Product Cards directed towards a CRM Card as its recipient
(these relationships are shown in Figure 5.7). If the user’s intention is to create a new invoice
(as opposed to creating a sales order) then the end result is that the invoice information is
permanently saved in the book-keeping and an invoice document (PDF or HTML file) is
generated which subsequently can be delivered to the recipient customer (through e-mail or
printed out to be sent by traditional mail). The New Order/Invoice screen can for analyzing
purposes be divided into three areas based on the GUI controls they encapsulate and the
function they serve (See Figure 5.8):
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The First Area (Top Left)

The first area (marked red in Figure 5.8) is the part of the screen devoted to the searching,
browsing and including instances of Product Cards into the invoice being produced. It is
primarily made up of a large list containing search results of Product Cards available to
include in the invoice. To actually include Product Cards from the search result to the
invoice the user can either double click the item, right click and choose Add or he can press
they keyboard button Enter. There is however no button called Add (or Remove for that
matter) for the purpose.

Under the list are controls for searching through the Product Management after Product
Cards. These search controls are arguably too advanced and complex for the task (See Figure
5.9). Most observed users never used the advanced controls and it is likely that a single
simple search field (that searched on product names and number) would suffice.

If the user instead of searching wishes to browse for Product Cards this can be done in
two ways.

1. The user could press the search button without providing any search criteria and
all the Product Cards appear in the search result list. However the result appears
without any meaningful structure and unless the company has less than about 20
Product Cards this approach is quite inefficient.

2. Secondly, the user can browse the content of the Product Categories one at a time.
This is accomplished by clicking a GUI control with the description Category. This
control looks like a form field but is actually a drop-down list containing all the Product
Categories stored (see Figure 5.8). If one of these is selected the user can click the
search button and only the Product Cards inside the specific Category show up as
search results. The first usability issue is that this category control is hard to notice
among all the advanced criteria options controls around it. Secondly, the control shows
the wrong affordance since it does not have the black arrow that signals that it is a
drop-down list and not a standard text-field (as opposed to Search option and Search
type). Lastly, it seems as an unnecessary although minor task that the users would
have to click search after choosing a Product Category.

This second browsing method is in many ways superior to the first, but it is obscure
and could potentially be made even more efficient.

If the user however wishes to create a new Product Card, he can do that at the new
Order/Invoice screen. But only as long as he never searched for existing ones, since the
Product Card search results removes the new Product Card button from view.

The Second Area (Bottom Left)

The second area (marked green in Figure 5.8) is devoted to sort and edit properties of
those included instances (e.g. change their name, price or quantity). The second area,
as the first one, is largely made up of a list. This list presents products already included
and additionally a sort of user created text lines. These text lines are comments to the
recipient customer that shows up among the billed products on the finally generated invoice
document.

User observations reveals that the second area is where most users spend the majority
of time during the invoice production. Changing the product’s price and quantity is part of
it, but more time is spent writing the text line comments which appear with the Products
Cards. The line text comments can typically follow invoiced consultant hours, explaining
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briefly which jobs were accomplished during the billed time. It is possible to store and reuse
line text comments, but this function is extremely hard to find (see Figure 5.10. A thought
here is that an auto-completion function would be more effective than what currently exists.
Many users also seem to spend significant time sorting the list. This is partially because
new text line comments or products included always appear last in the list. The only way
to change the order of the list items is with a drag-and-drop functionality. But if the list is
larger than 13 items a scrollbar appears that does not work with drag-and-drop. To move
a new text line to the top of a longer list the user must thus shift between drag-and-drop
and scroll action back and forth.

The Third Area (Top Right)

The third area (marked blue in Figure 5.8) is a densely packed piece of screen estate spread
over five stacked panels of which only one is visible at the time. These panels are accessed
by tabs without any textual descriptions (only displaying nondescript icons and lacking
any Tooltips). Thus a design anti-pattern referred to in the literature as Mystery Meat
applies[31]. The anti-pattern states that unidentifiable icons are pretty much the same as
rows of food cans in the back of the pantry whose labels has since long fallen off; the only
way to identify what is inside of them is to open them up. The title of each panel (seen if
open) are:

1. Customer Information

2. Delivery Information

3. Invoice Information

4. Advanced

5. Commission Recipients

These five panels have together more than 50 different controls that take input from the
user (none of which has Tooltips). This can be compared to the first area which have about
12 different controls, and area two which has about 10. Thus about 70% of the controls of
the New Order/Invoice screen are highly concentrated in about 15% of the available screen
estate, and it is not even prime estate but up in the right corner. The way western languages
read, starting from the upper-left corner this would be the second or last place new users
place their eyes. Out of these 50 controls the most important are those that:

– Choose the Invoice Recipient (CRM Card) Each Invoice must have a CRM
Card as its recipient and this is selected or created at the Customer Information panel
or the Delivery Information panel. The user is meant to click on a disabled form field
labeled customer no. at which a screen that either lets him choose among selecting
an existing CRM Cards already stored or create a new CRM Card. To create a new
Company Card the user must not necessarily find the company’s full name and address
himself. Instead it is possible to import that information from an external database
that contains the official addresses of all companies in both Sweden and Norway. This
database (always up-to-date) is provided by Dun & Bradstreet and accessed through
its cloud services. This does in effect give the user access to the address of all companies
in both Sweden and Norway. However this function is hidden deep in the GUI and as
a consequent much underused.
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– Set the Invoice Date and Pay Terms This is done under the Invoice Information
panel.

– Change Order Status This is also done under the Invoice Information panel, whether
or not the object being created is in fact an invoice or sales order (this is determined
by an attribute called Order Status, which is discussed at length in Section 5.2.1).

5.4.2 Determining the Invoice Sales Tax

Of all the tasks related to invoice production, changing the sales tax is arguably the most
complex. To change the sales tax the user must use controls in both the Product Cards
and the Order/Invoice Object. The already complex task is further complicated by its GUI
controls being obscure and somewhat confused in their terminology. To generalize, the sales
tax of any given invoice is in essence determined by three things:

– Chart of accounts (COA) What finally determines the sales tax of any billed
product is what COA it falls into. COA is a list of the accounts used by an organization
(used for accounting purposes)[36]. There are standardized recommended COA for
each country. That is to say Sweden has one and Norway has another. 24SevenOffice
which operates in both countries comes with both already built-in. The COA for
Norway is made up of four numbers ranging between 1000 and 9999. Those ranging
between 3000 and 3999 are the accounts concerning sales and other incomes. To give
an example: if a billed product falls into the COA account 3000 (which is Revenue,
taxable) then it receives the sales tax of 25%. The COA can be edited by the user
in the web applications general settings. But if the company is using its country’s
standard COA this is rarely necessary.

– Type of sale The situation with sales tax is complicated by the fact that there is not a
one-to-one correspondence between products and COA accounts. A given product can
fall into COA account 3000 (with a sales tax of 25%) if it is sold inside the Norwegian
market, but fall into account 3200 (with a sales tax of 0%) if sold to a customer outside
of Norway. The kind of sales (e.g. to the internal or external market) is determined by
an attribute in the Order/Invoice Object called Type of sale. The two most frequently
used values for Type of sale are credit sales and sales abroad.

– Product Card’s maps Type of sale with COA For most types of Products sold
inside the Norwegian market a 25% sales tax applies (COA 3000). But there are
exceptions, e.g. food. Therefore each Product Card has its own set of rules as to
which COA account applies for which Type of sale. These rules are set in a table
showed in Figure 5.11.

Much of the complexity of determining the sales tax could be reduced if more general-
izations were made about which COA is likely to apply to different products. There is a
design principle that states:

Design for the probable; Provide for the possible[12].

(Goal-Directed design principle)

Talks with SME portray the picture that a large majority of the Product Cards fall into
COA 3000 when billed at home, and 3200 when billed abroad. If we assume such a class of
Product Cards together with the second and third largest classes could cover up more than
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say 90% of all the use cases, then perhaps the users should be given a choice upfront which
class of Product they wish to create (if this makes sense to the users’ mental models). This
class could take care of all the sales tax rules for the user. Of course there should however
also be the possibility for the user to specify this himself (providing for all the possible use
cases). Perhaps by the user creating his own classes of Product Cards.

Another GUI sales tax issue is that there are many places where the sales tax is displayed
to the user but where there are no controls present to change it. This is the case in the
New Order/Invoice screen where the total sales tax is summarized without any explanation
of where it comes from (that is, which products contributed how much to the sales tax),
and no reference to where it can be changed. It is the same with the first out of many
panels of the Product Card. When the user specifies the price of the product the system
automatically calculates the sales tax, but without showing the user how or where he can
change it. See Figure 5.12 for screenshots of these two sales tax output displays. There is
a design principles that states:

Allow input wherever you have output[12].

(Goal-Directed design principle)
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Figure 5.7: The diagram shows the components of 24SevenOffice that are most directly
involved in the production of invoices. The arrows represents the main input/output between
these subsystems and thus how they relate to one another. The diagram is highly abstracted
and does far from take into account all the input required to produce a valid invoice stored
in the book-keeping in 24SevenOffice, e.g. any required direct user input and data from the
web application’s general settings.
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Figure 5.8: The New Order/Invoice screen can roughly be divided into three areas. The
first (marked red) concerns the finding and including of Product Cards. The second (marked
green) manages those Product Cards already included. Lastly the third and smallest area
includes choosing the recipient customers CRM Card, sets invoice date, payment terms,
sales references and much more. In fact about 70% of the unique GUI controls of the New
Order/Invoice screen are concentrated inside the third area.

Figure 5.9: The search function for finding Product Cards at the New Order/Invoice screen
is quite complex. It is possible to specify what attributes to search on (search type) and
what portion of the attributes to match (search option). In addition it is possible to specify
which Product Category to search, and finally there is a form field specifically for EAN.
The text-field for Product Categories does in fact behave as a drop-down list. Perhaps it
would suffice with just a simple search field that searched for product names and product
numbers. (The form fields are shrunk horizontally to better fit the thesis document. Their
original shape is shown in Figure 5.8).
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Figure 5.10: Line text is a function that allows text comments next to the products on the
finally generated invoice document. To add a line text comment the user’s writes it in the
text-field (marked 1) and then either presses Enter or clicks either the button with an n or
b (marked 3). If the user wishes he can store whatever is written in the text-field (marked
1) by pressing the save button (marked 2). To show the stored line text comments the user
can press keyboard key Arrow Down while the text-field is highlighted at which point they
then appear in a small list above (marked 4).

Figure 5.11: The invoice has an attribute called Type of sales. This attribute is used to
look up Product Card specific tables which determine the COA account and consequently
the sales tax that should be applied to the billed products.
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Figure 5.12: The New Order/Invoice screen displays the total sales tax sum of the invoice.
It fails to show how much each product contributed to it. The Product Card shows VAT
upfront next to the price. But this is only an estimation since it fails to take into account
the different types of sale. Neither of these displays of sales tax (VAT) help the user to
change the sales tax.



Chapter 6

Personas, Scenarios and
Requirements

The personas were primarily meant to a give a description of the users and their goal with
the invoice system and thus provide an answer to the thesis’ first problem statement which
is:

1. Who are the users of the invoice system and what are they trying to accomplish?

The scenarios on the other hand start imagine what the future invoice system must do in
order to help those users accomplish their goals. Thus it takes a step in the direction to
shed light on the thesis second problem statement, that is:

2. What form should the invoice system take in order to most effectively help those users
to reach their goals?

From the context scenarios, but not exclusively, are then drawn a list of preliminary require-
ments. These requirements are primarily meant to stimulate discussions about some larger
redesign decisions.

Both the context scenarios and the subsequent requirements derived from them should
concentrate on what the system should do rather than exactly how it should do it. Since
starting on detailed design solutions without defining and agreeing on the problems to be
solved makes it impossible to evaluate the actual fitness of those solutions[12]. There are
always constraints in design and the redesign of the invoice system is no exception. Much
of what the redesign system should do is already determined by design decisions of the
past that are now embedded in the existing web application. 24SevenOffice as discussed
in the problem description already has an abundance of functionality and taken together
this presumably can solve most of their users’ needs. It is important to take these existing
functions into account in order not to alienate important customers who have established
a way of working with 24SevenOffice. Any redesign changes should consequently either be
subtle or a radical improvement. A Goal-Directed design principle sums it up:

Significant change must be significantly better[12].

(Goal-Directed design principle)

Further, the redesign of the invoices system is constrained by its strong inter-dependence
on systems outside the redesign scope (as discussed at length in Chapter 5).

41
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Finally, the range of possible actions inside the invoice system is so large that the redesign
scope needs to be narrowed down still further. Instead of considering the whole system the
focus is on the production and delivery of invoices. This leaves out much: e.g. the process
of following up those invoices, statistics and reports. The design vision is thus:

To help users produce and deliver invoices with greater efficiency, making fewer
mistakes and providing them with a greater sense of control than they are cur-
rently experiencing. It should in addition be easier to learn how to produce and
send invoices.

6.1 Ethnographic Interviews

In seeking answers to who the users of the invoice system are and what they are trying
to accomplish, six users from four different companies were interviewed at their respective
workplaces.

Four out of these six were CEOs at their respective company, which presumably consti-
tutes a large overrepresentation as compared to the actual population of users. But these
were the interviews which could be arranged and although CEOs presumably constitute
less than about 67% of the actual population of users (unclear how much), they constitute
a critically important group of users. The variation of the companies represented by the
interview subjects were much larger and ranging from voice over IP (VoIP) to accounting
services. The same can be said about their attitude and skills regarding the Invoice system.

Although the goal of the interviews was primarily to get a grasp of the users’ goals
with the invoice system, much was additionally learned about the domain of invoicing and
existing usability issues.

Before each interview a set of open-ended questions where prepared. The prepared
questions asked about the background and role of the person interviewed and how the
interview subjects would compare 24SevenOffice invoice system to other billing system they
had used. Show and tell was encouraged and since the interview was conducted at work
places of the interview subjects there were usually the opportunity to see first hand how the
Invoice system was being used by them. During the interviews notes where taken.

6.2 Personas

All interview subjects differed at least slightly in their aptitude, attitude and usage of
24SevenOffice. Furthermore as a consequence of the loose interview style employed the
interview notes and observations made varied to an even greater extent. To make better
sense of the complex and qualitative data gathered during the Ethnographic Interviews
the concept of the Persona was applied. Personas are abstracted user models representing
classes of users but presented as specific individual human beings. A reason for why the
they are presented as individuals is that they thereby have a larger chance of engaging the
empathy of designers and developers than less personal models. The purpose of making
Personas was that correctly applied they can help solve design problems such as:

– The elastic user. The concept of ”the user” is imprecise and can be bent to fit the
opinions of whoever is talking[12]. If some wish to develop complex controls they can
define ”the user” as a power user. If they on the other hand rather feel for building
a wizard, ”the user” becomes an unsophisticated first-time user. Using descriptive
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Personas (which should feel like real people) instead of using ”the user” as a target for
development, provides a more precise language for discussions about design decisions.

– Self-referential design, previously mentioned in the context of Product Oriented
Businesses in Section 3.3, occurs when the developers of a product design it as if they
themselves were representative of the target audience. Programmers can fall into this
trap and build products that require a good understanding of how software works.

– Edge cases are events that can happen but hardly ever for the target audience.
Typically these cases should still be designed for, but should not be prioritized and in
the design focus. Personas can help determine which are edge cases, by providing a
sort of reality check[12], e.g. will Thomas use this feature?

Synthesizing observations from the real people interviewed and additionally applying
Alan Cooper’s theory of Beginners, Experts and Intermediates[12], three distinct Personas
where created for the Invoice system. These where Thomas Karlsson, Jan Gustavsen and
Lars Østberg.

6.2.1 Primary Persona: Lars Østberg

Lars Østberg is the founder and CEO of ProCamera, a fast expanding company established
in Oslo. The company primarily sells cameras, film, and printing services. ProCamera has
traditionally been selling best at their two brick and mortar stores in Oslo, but recently a
strategic milestone has been passed and they now receive more sale orders through their
reworked web page.

This month ProCamera has been using 24SevenOffice CRM and Economy Module for
two years. During this time Lars has become familiar and comfortable with a subset of key
features in the business system. He wishes that these function which he often uses were more
accessible. Beyond these key functions Lars has a good appreciation of what the system can
manage.

Lars knows the existence of many advanced functions. But he has not yet bothered to
learn how to use them. Although Lars has the motivation to learn about such functions, he
is also very busy and has very limited time to do so.

Sometimes Lars uses the 24SevenOffice help files as a reference material to look things
up. He would appreciate and benefit from more Tooltips in the GUI.

Lars takes his job seriously and is always seeking a good understanding and control over
how the company is doing. Therefore he often surveys the company’s many sales orders and
he requires all invoices to finally be confirmed by him.

6.2.2 Secondary Persona: Jan Gustavsen

Jan Gustavsen, recently turned 50, is the CEO at the accounting firm Olaussen Revisjon
AS. The company has long been using VISMA for invoicing and Mamut for book-keeping,
but just recently before Easter they changed to 24SevenOffice instead. The main reason for
the change is a wish to have both invoicing and book-keeping in the same system. Jan who
has used billing software for years believes that this should allow him to immediately get
started using 24SevenOffice. He therefore becomes upset when the GUI confuses him. He
is heard grumbling that:

”Getting started billing should not require the attendance of a course”.

(Jan Gustavsen)
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Figure 6.1: Pictures of the three Personas.

Jan cares deeply about being competent at his work and dislikes feeling as a beginner.
Jan is still not clear about the scope of 24SevenOffice and what it can do for him. He wants
to learn more, but is unsure where to begin. Both when Jan is using or only exploring the
ERP is he often afraid of making costly mistakes.

6.2.3 Tertiary Persona: Thomas Karlsson

Thomas is the CEO of Teras Software Technology AB in Stockholm. A company that was
founded in 1998 and offers IT consultant services. Thomas has an academic background
in computer programming and has in his work managed many successful IT projects. In
spring Teras Software Technology AB has used 24SevenOffice for six years. During this time
Thomas with his technological curiosity never stopped exploring the ERP and has found
advanced functions which allows him to work more effectively and efficiently. He wishes
these advanced functions which he uses ever so often were more available in the GUI and
had more keyboard shortcuts.

Thomas has customized the GUI as much as the system allows and at the Economy
Module Thomas has set up an advanced system of Repeating Invoices. Thomas appreciates
upgrades with powerful new features and is not much bothered if that leads to increasing
complexity of the GUI.

6.2.4 Prioritizing the Personas

Good design requires a single target audience to focus on. Trying to simultaneous design to
serve the need of too many different kinds of users can quickly become overwhelming.

Thomas Karlsson, Jan Gustavsen and Lars Østberg all represent important target au-
diences. But they must still be prioritized. Subsequently, a case for the importance of each
Persona is given. This forms the rationale for prioritizing Lars Østberg as the primary
Persona, followed by Jan Gustavsen, and last Thomas Karlsson.

3rd priority, Thomas Karlsson

To become as proficient in 24SevenOffice as Thomas is requires both much time and effort.
Most users never never reach his skill level. Consequently Thomas is representing a compa-
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rably small subset of users. However, with the authority of an expert user Thomas’ opinions
have disproportionate influence less experienced users. When e.g. a potential customer asks
about 24SevenOffice does Thomas expert opinion presumably weight more than that of Lars
or Jan, all other things being equal. Interestingly, if Thomas says the ERP is bad, he most
likely would mean that the product is bad for expert users like himself. The ERP could still
be more than sufficient for both Jan and Lars.

2nd priority, Jan Gustavsen

Jan is representing the new users to 24SevenOffice. Beginners are always important but
because of 24SevenOffice strategic plans to expand internationally into territories without
official 24SevenOffice consultants present to support the learning process they are higher
prioritized (discussed in the introduction to 5). This internationalization process is the
reason why Jan gets prioritized over Thomas.

1st priority, Lars Østberg

Lars Østberg as neither beginner nor expert represents the largest group of 24SevenOffice
users. Beginners fast transit into Lars’ level of proficiency and confidence or they likely
abandon the ERP altogether, and as previously stated few have the time or motivation to
reach Thomas skill level. Alan Cooper has provided a useful analogy between prioritizing
of the skiers at ski resorts and users of software.

”Many popular ski resorts have a gentle slope for learning and a few expert runs
to really challenge the serious skier. But if the resort wants to stay in business,
it will cater to the perpetual intermediate skier, without scaring off the beginner
or insulting the expert ... In many cases, a well balanced user interface takes the
same approach[12]”.

(Alan Cooper)

Since Lars is the most representative for the majority of users of the three Personas, he
has the first priority and becomes the primary Persona. The GUI should thus be optimized
for Lars, however without forgetting to provide for Jan and Thomas, in that order.

6.3 Context Scenarios

Context scenarios are optimistic but plausible descriptions of a persona’s interaction with
the future product[17]. They are broad and relatively shallow in scope. As such they are
meant to describe the big picture and imagine how the product best can serve the needs of
the personas[12]. Context scenarios help explore the settings in which the product will be
used and which activities the personas will need to accomplish in order to reach their goals.
They further enrich the personas; in some sense a persona without scenarios can be likened
to a character without plot[17].

The context scenarios in this section all consider the production and/or delivery of
invoices to customers in a future version of 24SevenOffice. The main characters of the
scenarios are Jan Gustavsen, Lars Østberg and Thomas Karlsson.
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6.3.1 Jan’s First Billing Experience

Olaussen Revisjon deployed 24SevenOffice ERP a week before Easter. But back then was Jan
Gustavsen too busy with other errands to try out the new ERP. However first morning back
in office after the holidays Jan’s schedule is free and he sits down to explore 24SevenOffice.

On his desk lies a document containing information on a financial statement preparation
Olaussen Revisjon not long ago finished for one of its customers. Jan decides that his first
task in 24SevenOffice will be to bill the customer for this job.

He therefore opens his laptop and logs into 24SevenOffice with the same password he
always uses. Inside 24SevenOffice Jan is welcomed as a new customer and referred to
documents and tutorial guides on various usage topics. Jan who is quite experienced with
billing software believes he can manage without such. He easily finds the billing module in
the main menu, chooses the creation of a new invoice, and enters the name and address of
the customer. The system explains that all customers are saved and can be managed inside
the CRM module. Next Jan adds to the invoice the service he is billing for. He enters as the
name: financial statement preparation, how many hours the job took and he is billing for,
50 hours and the price. The system subtly notifies Jan that this information about the job
is saved and can be managed and analyzed in the Product Management Module. On the
screen is a full preview of the invoice as it is being produced. Jan surveys the preview and
sees that the correct sales tax, method of payment and contact details for Olaussen Revisjon
are as they should be. This information came from default values set by colleagues of his
during the deployment of 24SevenOffice ERP. It all seems to be in order. He especially looks
at the price information and the bank account number before he sets the invoice date and
presses a button which says next. This brings him to a screen where his newly produced
invoice is listed but marked as unconfirmed. Jan chooses to confirm the invoice although he
is notified that this is a permanent act reported to the Book-keeping Module. The system
now offers Jan two options of either sending the bill to the customer as an e-mail attachment
or to print it out. Jan chooses the latter and the system duly registers which time and by
whom the invoice was printed. When Jan picks up the printed Invoice he cannot help but
feel a little bit proud of his accomplishment.

6.3.2 Lars Bills a Previous Customer

It is the 31st of April and Lars Østberg receives an e-mail from one of his employees working
at a store. They have been printing 500 pictures (10x15 cm) to a customer which has asked
to be invoiced instead of having to pay upfront. In the e-mail is additionally included the
customer’s name and address.

Lars starts his laptop, logs into 24SevenOffice and opens the billing production screen.
The screen asks for a name and Lars starts entering the customers name. The customers
name is unknown to Lars but the system recognizes a match of that name with one customer
previously stored in the CRM. Lars sees that the address of the customer stored in the CRM
matches what is written in the e-mail and concludes that this is the same individual. He
selects this CRM Card and from it both the name and address of the customer gets imported
into the billing production screen.

Next Lars wishes to add the 500 pictures (10x15 cm) to the bill. He presses a button
to import Product Cards which opens up a search field as well as a quick selection screen.
This customer has previously bought and been invoiced for 10x15 cm pictures, a fact that
the system has remembered and therefore presents the corresponding Product Card in the
quick selection list. He selects the product and is asked how much and how many such
products he wishes to add to the bill. There is a default price of 2.25 NOK per unit stored
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in the Product Card. He keeps the price but changes the number of units to 500 before he
presses add.

The bill is almost complete. Lars sees that the invoice date by default is set to today and
the customer has 14 days to pay. Based on the CRM Card and the Product Card the the
appropriate sales tax is calculated and applied to the invoice (sales revenue with 25% VAT).
All of this information is displayed at a full up-to-date preview of the invoice presented on
the billing production screen. Lars glances over the preview and concludes that everything
seems to be in order. Thus he saves the invoice and is brought to a new screen with saved
but not sent invoices. These invoices are ordered after date and his newly produced invoice
is on top and selected.

The system offers two ways of sending invoices to the customers: they can either be sent
as pdf attachment to the customers e-mail or they can be printed to be manually posted
through traditional mail. Lars always prefers to send invoices as pdf attachments to his
customers. But this particular customer has specifically told that he wants his invoices in
traditional mail and this preference is saved from before in his CRM Card. Lars gets notified
about this and therefore prints the invoice instead. When he does, the system records the
printing action together with Lars’ name and the time. The invoice is also removed from
the list of confirmed but not sent invoices. Lars goes to the printer to fetch the invoice and
mails it a few hours later.

6.3.3 Lars Sends out the Monthly Bills

It is the end of the month and for ProCamera this means it is time to send out their bills. The
act of billing customers is finally Lars Østberg’s responsibility. Thus early in the morning he
logs into 24SevenOffice and there opens up a screen that displays all unconfirmed invoices.
There are about 300 of them. These unconfirmed invoices are almost all exclusively derived
from sales orders. A majority of the sales orders in turn originally came through web services
from ProPrint’s web store.

Such sales orders from the web store tend to concern relatively small amounts, e.g.
printing batches of digital pictures for 2.25 NOK per picture. Therefore, instead of billing
each sales order individually, ProCamera pay most of the bills monthly and then collects all
sales orders from the same customer and puts them in one invoice. This is most effectively
done when sales orders have already turned into unconfirmed invoice. The click of a button
merges all invoices which are targeting the same customer at the same date into one invoice.
These invoices are shown as special collective invoices. and can be broken up before they are
confirmed. Invoices targeting the same customer but without invoice date are also grouped,
but if the invoice dates differ this is not automatically done and Lars is notified. When
Lars runs this function the 300 unconfirmed invoices turn into 230 instead. 30 of them are
now special collective invoices, ranging in size from collections of 2 to 5 unique previous
individual invoices.

The employees who manages the sales orders have access right to convert them into
unconfirmed invoices, but only Lars has the access right to finally confirm them. If any
unconfirmed invoice look out of order Lars can trace back their full history. He can see
where the invoices originated and when and by whom they subsequently have been edited.
But usually Lars trusts that everything is as it should, marks them all and presses confirm.

The invoices now appear in another overview screen, for confirmed but not sent invoices;
the same screen as presented in the previous section (6.3.2). On this screen he marks all
invoices and presses the send by e-mail button. Out of all the 230 unconfirmed invoices 80%
get sent by e-mail, while the rest either are tagged as having customers with the preference
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of traditionally mailed invoices (15%) or lack any e-mail specified (5%). ProCamera usually
takes a small fee for sending invoices through traditional mail. But this policy only applies
to customers who explicitly requested to be sent traditional mail. Lars is a bit unsure what
to do with all the invoices simply lacking e-mail addresses. Any invoice that originated from
the web store has e-mail address (it is required), which means that those without e-mail
are manually created inside of 24SevenOffice by employees. Lars checks who created these
unconfirmed sales orders and calls them up (using 24SevenOffice embedded VoIP phone).
Thus he finds out that these sales orders were taken over the phone and there is no attached
e-mail. Consequently Lars tags the CRM Cards to have a preference to be printed but
without the printing fee. He also attaches a short comment explaining why this option
were chosen. Lars then prints the rest of the invoices (that is, those which were not e-
mailed). The system registers that the printing command was sent and then asks if they
were successfully printed. If the printer would crash or run out of ink, Lars could press no,
and try again later. Later that day Lars receives a warning notice that one of the recently
sent e-mails containing invoices never reached its destination. He checks the e-mail address
and concludes that there must have been a small typo. But instead of trying to correct it
he instead chooses to send the e-mail by traditional mail.

6.3.4 Thomas Uses an Invoice Template

Thomas often sends out bills which are next to identical with previous sent bills. A best-
seller at Teras Software is a set of software programs for which the customer pays a one
time price to acquire. To save time Thomas has therefore constructed a couple of invoice
templates which contain all information of a invoice except for customer and invoice date.
When Thomas wishes to produce an invoice from a such a previously prepared invoice
template then Thomas only needs to add a customer from the CRM and set the invoice
date. This process is streamlined to reduce the number of clicks.

6.3.5 Thomas Arranges Automatically Recurring Billing

Teras Software offers among many other things a computing platform at which customers
of theirs can develop and host their own web applications. Their computing platform which
includes all the required hardware and software for the purpose is provided as an integrated
solution over the web (PaaS). For access to their computing platform customers are billed
once a month. Teras Software have more than 100 such subscribers and to keep track of all
the invoices to be sent they use 24SevenOffice repeating invoice module.

It is a morning in May and Thomas Karlsson, the CEO of Teras Software, is just about
to add a new such subscription. He starts up the repeating invoice module and clicks to
create a new repeating invoice targeted to a customer stored in the CRM module. Next
he imports an invoice template that he has used many times before (such invoice templates
first appear in the previous subsection ,6.3.4). These template includes the Product Cards
and their price, a short description of the product, and payment terms. What the template
is lacking to be a valid invoice is a target CRM Card and a date for invoicing. But these two
attributes are instead provided for by the superstructure of the repeating invoice. The date
of invoicing is however for repeating invoices not a discrete date but instead a start date,
optional end date, and an interval in days, or alternatively monthly, quarterly or annually.
Thomas imports the customer which is already stored in the CRM. This particular customer
has signed up for access to a computing platform with associated maintenance services for
three years. Thomas enters that the first date of payment should be the last of this month,
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and subsequent payments should be at the end of each month for three years. By a default
setting the repeating invoice will produce an unconfirmed invoice 2 days before the invoice
date. The repeating invoices are further all listed in the Billing Module, and there is a clear
overview when they are about to become due. They are also listed on their associated target
CRM Card and in the invoice templates upon which they are built.

6.4 Preliminary Design Requirements

The preliminary design requirements are meant to determine what capabilities the re-
designed invoice system should have in order for the users (as represented by personas)
to accomplish their goals[17]. They are to a large extent extracted from the scenarios of
the previous Section 6.3, but some are generated from other sources, such as the product
analysis of the invoice system and a brainstorming session on the topic. Though many re-
quirements have more or less detailed solutions embedded within them, those solutions are
secondary to the need they are meant to solve. The primary purpose of this requirement
list is to stimulate discussions about larger redesign decisions.

6.4.1 Invoice Production

The invoice production requirements are primarily extracted from the two scenarios:

1. Jan’s First Billing Experience (section 6.3.1).

2. Lars Bills a Previous Customer (section 6.3.2).

These requirements concern the users’ goal of creating a new unique invoice.

– Built-in invoicing tutorial for beginners. Although there exists great potential
in the GUI to make the invoicing process easier to learn it is reasonable to assume
that the GUI and its prescribed work-flow, never will be completely self-explanatory
to all new users. Even if the GUI fully relies on standard conventions there will still
arrive new users who have yet to learn those.

As discussed in the introduction to Chapter 5 external teaching of the invoice system is
provided by a net-based distance course and during the ERP’s installation by courses
held in person by official 24SevenOffice consultants.

When the invoice system is reconstructed, perhaps its possible to create a built-in
tutorial which guides the new user through his first billing experience. Such a tutorial
can extract the essentials from net based courses, but streamline the content, using
essential GUI components explaining their purpose and wait for the users action before
proceeding. This kind of built-in tutorial is popular in computer games, where the
user is often guided through his first mission. The user is thus supported to learn the
game while playing it.

The tutorial could perhaps be run on a separate tutorial version of 24SevenOffice
where the user can play around without fearing for any consequences. The major
reason is that users learn faster in low-risk environments. A high-risk environment
where mistakes are costly and easy to make, strongly discourages exploration[22].

– Tool-tips at every important form field. Less grandiose than built-in tutorials
but nonetheless very effective are tooltips. Tooltips should be used to explain all
the non-self explanatory form fields or other GUI components throughout the invoice
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system. While the tutorial was aimed at Jan (who did not even bother with it) Tooltips
on would also benefit Lars who represents the largest majority of users.

– Ability to create new invoices distinct from sales orders. As argued at length
in section 5.2.1 the current merging of order management and sales is confusing. A
redesigned invoice system should have the option of creating a new invoice without
first creating either a sales order or any combination of order/invoice objects. The
first constitutes an extra step and the second is somewhat confusing.

– Ability to easily create two kinds of new CRM Cards during the invoice
production. There are in practice three types of CRM Cards which can be billed
according to the conclusions drawn in section 5.1. These are the Company Card,
Contact Card and User Account Card. The last can only be created by 24SevenOffice,
but it should be possible to create the two others during the invoice creation process.

The creation of new Company and Contact Cards in the invoice should be streamlined
and only require the minimum amount of form fields: presumably name, address and
perhaps e-mail. Any CRM attributes not directly relevant to invoicing are better
handled in the CRM module. The customer is presumably in the invoice module to
send out a bill, not to fill out a complete CRM Card.

24SevenOffice has an integration with the large external business database Dun and
Bradstreet, and Company Cards can be imported from there. But this feature is
somewhat hidden in the GUI and could be given much more attention. This database
also has credit information on all registered companies which also could be made much
more visible.

– Explanation where CRM Cards are best managed. Although CRM Cards can
be created during the invoice production, they are best managed and edited in the
CRM Module. This information is not communicated well in the current version but
arguably should subtly be communicated to the new users.

– Ability to select CRM Cards from a quick-selection list. Such a list should
presumably be based on rankings such as frequently billed or recently billed.

– Ability to easily see if customers already are represented in the CRM. If the
user falsely assumes that a customer is new and therefore starts creating a new CRM
Card the system should notify him that the customer may already be stored. The
system could be matching the names or addresses. This could work well in tandem
with the quick-selection list.

– Ability to easily create new Product Cards during the invoice production.
The creation of Product Cards should only require a minimum amount of fields, such
as name, product id, price and sales tax rules.

– Ability to select Product Cards from a quick-selection list. Such a list should
presumably be based on rankings such as frequently billed or recently billed. But
it could further draw from data such as frequently billed product or recently billed
product for the given CRM Card. There are lots of reasonable formulas.

– Explanation where Product Cards are best managed. Discussed at length in
Section 5.2.2, the user’s understanding of Product Cards is essential for the effective
production of invoices. Although Product Cards can be created during the invoice
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production, they are best managed and edited in the Product Management Module.
This should subtlety be communicated to new users.

– Ability to conveniently change the name, quantity and price of any instance
of a Product Card imported to the invoice.

In the current invoice system any instance of a Product Card is first imported with
default price and the quantity of one. This can be changed but perhaps it would
be more efficient and less error-prone if decisions regarding price and quantity where
made before the product was embedded in the invoice. At least the system could
provide the option and increased support for it.

These values can in the current version only be changed after the instance of the
Product Card has been included in the invoice. All such instances are first included
with their default price and the quantity of one. But this is optimal only when
customers rarely change the quantity from one and use the default price. Two observed
users did not use a default price and one even changed the name of each Product Card
he imported (from the more general product name of Software to Office 2010). Perhaps
it would be more efficient if it was possible to change these values as the products are
first included in the invoice.

– Subtly explain where Product Cards are best managed. Although it should
be possible to create Product Cards during invoice production, they are best managed
in the Product Management Module which should be made known to the new user.

– Preview of the invoice before it is committed. The invoice system should show
the user a preview of the invoice he is about to save. Thus give him a chance to
correct any mistakes he has made before they become costly. Such a preview could
run dynamically and show the invoice at its current stage as it is being created. If thus
presented the preview would presumably especially benefit the new user. It could be
interactive and provide information. However it must not get in the way of the more
experience users, such as Thomas Karlsson.

Don’t weld on training wheels[12].

(Goal-Directed design principle)

– Easy access to settings directly influencing the invoices. There are many
settings and configurations done outside the invoice system which directly influences
the creation of invoices.

Method of payment.

Date of payment.

Bank account.

Sales tax.

Contact information.

Late payment charges.

– Option of saving invoices as unconfirmed. There are several reasons for why
the user might want to wait before committing his newly created invoice to the book-
keeping. It might not be the right date or he or someone else may want to look over
it a final time before confirming it. Perhaps the user should not even have the final
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authority to confirm invoices. In the current invoice system this problem is solved
by saving Order/Invoice Object as an Order Object. But for reasons concerning the
effort of distinguishing invoices from sales orders this is not an optimal solution.

6.4.2 Sales Order Conversion

These requirements are primarily extracted from the scenario: Lars Sends out the Monthly
Bills (Section 6.3.3). If Sales Order Management and the Invoice system in the future
will be separated there need to exist good tools for transferring data between them (most
importantly, extracting invoices from sales orders).

– Ability to convert sales orders into confirmed and unconfirmed invoices

When a sales order is ready for billing there should be the option of either converting
it to a confirmed invoice or to an unconfirmed. The latter is good if say the CEO, like
in ProCamera’s case, requires to confirm each outgoing bill.

– Ability to convert unconfirmed invoices back into sales orders If a user’s by
mistake would convert a sales order into an invoice as long as it is not confirmed it
should be easy to convert it back.

– Access rights which control who can confirm invoices Possibly loose access
rights but which especially record less authorized user’s confirms.

– History of sales orders. Starting with its origin (perhaps as a sales lead) and telling
when and by whom each subsequent editing of the sales order where done.

– Ability to easily contact the employee responsible for different steps in the
sales process. E-mail, or perhaps call up.

6.4.3 Collective Invoices

Requirements for Collective Invoices are extracted from the scenario: Lars Sends out the
Monthly Bills (Section 6.3.3).

– Ability to automatically combine all unconfirmed invoices which target the
same customer. Although there are several complications which need to be properly
managed, these incompatibilities would presumably have to be managed on a case-
by-case basis or perhaps the user could set up rules for how to combined unconfirmed
invoices into Collective Invoices, e.g. differences in invoice dates should be ignored
but departments should be taken into account. Thus the unconfirmed invoices target-
ing a CRM Card would be grouped according to their departments. Problems with
combining unconfirmed invoices could e.g. stem from the following incompatibilities:

The invoice date could differ. There are several plausible reasons for why
invoice dates on unconfirmed invoices could differ. Perhaps an invoice is forgotten, in
which case it probably should get a new date. A special invoice may be done but not
meant to be invoiced until the end of the year, for whatever reason.

Different customer company department. As of today the billed CRM
Cards usually represents either a person (Contact Card) or a company (Company
Card). A Company Card might have several different departments and if so it might
require any bill to specify which department it targets. Thus grouping invoices directed
at same Company Cards but with varying departments is an issue.
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The delivery or billing address could differ. If the customer’s billing or
delivery addresses differ this should by default obviously not be ignored.

– Ability to break up collective invoices into its former components (un-
confirmed invoices). It would be a terrible thing if a user by mistake converted
unconfirmed invoices into a collective invoice if the action could not be undone. There
should also exist the option to turn the collective invoice back into its previous com-
ponents.

– Ability to include unconfirmed invoices to a collective invoice. After the
collective invoice is made it should still be possible to add new unconfirmed invoices
to it. Say a forgotten last minute invoice the day of the billing.

– Ability to remove unconfirmed invoices from a collective invoice. It should
also be possible to remove unconfirmed invoices from the collective invoice. This causes
some additional issues if for example the products of the Collective invoice have been
edited.

– Ability to manage the potentially very large number of product instances
residing in collective invoice. Collective invoices by their very nature have on
average a larger list of products. Sometimes much larger, and SME claim that it is
not unreasonable to assume a list of up to 100 products in a collective invoice. This
constitutes a challenges which presumably would best be managed by a different tool
than that which manages the normal invoices product lists.

6.4.4 Invoice Delivery

The invoice delivery requirements are extracted from the two scenarios:

1. Jan’s First Billing Experience (Section 6.3.1).

2. Lars Bills a Previous Customer (Section 6.3.2).

They concern the actions of either e-mailing or printing for traditionally mailing already
created and confirmed invoices.

– Ability to efficiently send or print out large numbers of confirmed invoices.
Taking into account if customers have preferences for e-mailed or traditionally mailed
invoices.

– Warning if unconfirmed invoices are overdue. Notify when unconfirmed invoices
with invoicing date are about to come due. But especially warn if any invoice are not
billed on time.

– Ability to preview e-mail before it is sent out. Before sending out an e-mail to
a customer it is important that the user has the option to preview the e-mail.

– Ability to see and set default e-mail title and e-mail text. Each e-mail sent
out has a default title and a default e-mail text. It should be easy to see and change
these texts.

– Optional invoice fee connected to the invoice delivery method. Printing
and sending invoices by traditional mail costs more time for the user than e-mailing.
Perhaps there should be more built-in support to transfer this cost to the customer.
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– Ability to see when and by whom an invoice was sent by e-mail. Lacking
in the current Invoice system but arguably extremely important is the ability to see
if an invoice has been delivered or not. If the user forgets if he has sent an invoice or
not he is left with a big dilemma. He could either choose to send it and risk looking
unprofessional, or he could ignore it and perhaps thus loose the money his company
was entitled to. Either way the user is presumably left feeling stupid, and as one of
the most obvious but essential design principles say:

Don’t make the user feel stupid[12].

(Goal-Directed design principle)

– Ability to see when and by whom an invoice was printed. When an invoice
is printed to be sent by traditional mail the system does not know if anyone picked
up the document from the printer. Therefore, it is important that the system can
display when and by whom the document was printed. Perhaps there should even be
an optional user verification that the printed invoice also is send by mail.

– Strong warning notification if e-mails containing invoices do not reach their
destination. If invoices for whatever reason do not reach their destination, the system
should pick that up and warn the user.

Ability to conveniently resend such e-mails to a corrected e-mail ad-
dress. If an e-mail is rejected it could be due to a easily recognizable typo. It should
be easy to change the e-mail address and send the invoice again.

Ability to print such unsuccessfully e-mailed invoices. It should be equally
easy to print such a invoice.

6.4.5 Invoice Template

In the situation when a user recurrently sends out the same invoice, but not at periodic
intervals and possibly to varying customers, it would be beneficial if the user had access to
functionality which allowed him to store templates of invoices containing all but the non-
varying factors (that is: customer and invoice date). Invoice Template Requirements are
extracted from the scenario: Thomas Uses an Invoice Template (Section 6.3.4).

– Ability to construct, name and store invoice templates Invoice templates
should include all information required for the production of a valid invoice except
for customer and invoice date.

– Ability to efficiently generate a new unconfirmed invoice from an invoice
template It should be possible to generate a invoice from a template with the minimal
amount of user input, e.g. a customer card and invoice date. But of course it should
also allow for more flexibility if the user wishes to add or change additional attributes.

– History of change Since many different users could use the same invoice template
to generate invoices to different customers it is very important that changes in the
invoice templates are both recorded and notified. If e.g. user A creates an invoice
template for which the price is subsequently changed by user B, then next time user
A opens that template he should be notified about the change.

– Ability to create an invoice template from a confirmed or unconfirmed
invoice It should be possible to use existing invoices as blue prints for creating invoice
templates.
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6.4.6 Repeating Invoices

Repeating Invoice Requirements are extracted from the scenario: Thomas Arranges Auto-
matically Recurring Billing (Section 6.3.5).

– The ability to set up repeating invoice schemes based on invoice templates.
By providing invoice templates with customers and invoice dates recurrently produce
unconfirmed invoices at a user specified frequency (ranging from days to months).

– The automatic invoice generation must have a starting date. This constitutes
the first generated invoice date.

– Optional end date for the repeating invoices. In the current invoice system,
repeating invoices do not have any optional end date but must all be terminated
manually by the user.

– Ability to terminate the repeating invoice. The user should easily be able to
freeze or terminate repeating invoices. This could be done immediately or by deciding
for instance that one or two more invoices should be generated.

– For each automatic invoice object see which invoice template it is using.
Only one template per repeating invoice.

– For each CRM Card be able to manage the repeating invoices that customer
is having. Possibly also estimate their money worth.

– Ability for the new invoices generated to be traced back to the repeating
invoice schema that produced them. It should be easy to find out which repeating
invoice schema that lies behind any automatically generated invoice.

– Ability for each repeating invoice schema to see which invoices it has pro-
duced. The user should have access to which invoices a repeating invoice schema has
created.
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Chapter 7

Redesign Suggestions

One major reason why the invoice system is prioritized for redesign, apart from increasing
its overall usability, is to make it run on all major web browsers (called cross-browser
capability). Such a goal implies that the invoice system will essentially be built anew from
a clean slate (building it with a new JavaScript library). That will require much time, and
even if it was put as the highest priority, planning for it, developing and testing it will
put its final launch date quite far in the future. Another possibility is that a new invoice
system only gradually replaces the old one, existing as parallel system and allowing the user
the option to make the switch. The point is that although a brand new invoice system
is likely to be launched, the old will still be around and used for quite some time. Thus
their lies much value in tweaking the existing invoice system if it can substantially increase
its usability, without much resources from the planned more ambitious and cross-browser
redesign project. The final results and suggestions from the author for redesigning the
invoice system are therefore divided into in two categories. The first addresses incremental
redesign suggestions for the existing invoice system, and the second is about sketching out
a far more ambitious vision for the major impending redesign. The proposed solutions in
both categories address many of the same problems but differ in the level of ambition and
consequently effort required to build them.

7.1 Incremental Redesign Suggestions

These redesign suggestions are meant to fix large usability issues with relatively minor
development effort and thus give a high usability ROI (Return On Investment). The major-
ity of these usability problems were discovered either during the usability analysis for the
24SevenOffice demo client or during user interviews and observations. Still others where
pointed out by employees of 24SevenOffice or partner companies.

Tooltips for all GUI controls

The invoice system has very few tooltips. But many buttons and form fields are not self-
explanatory and would greatly benefit from such readily available descriptive texts.

Separate Sales Orders and Invoices creation in the GUI

Replace the menu option of New Order/Invoice in the main menu with the two menu option
of either creating a New Sales Order or New Invoice. The Sales Order in this screen should
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then not have the order status of Invoice and the Invoice no Order status at all. When
converting an Sales Order to an Invoice, rather than changing order status in a list there
should be a GUI control with the text Convert to Invoice or similar.

Make it easier to arrange longer lists (13+ items) of invoice embedded products

The ordering of product in the New Order/Invoice screen becomes inefficient after the
products or line text exceed 13 items when there is no longer any visible space and a
scrollbar appears. To sort and order the product the user today has to use the drag-and-
drop command. This drag-and-drop however does not auto-scroll the scrollbar. To make
things worse any new item included in the list is always put last. There are four quick
solutions that would significantly increase the usability.

– Make more space for sorting long lists by collapsing browsing for Product
Cards. There already exists a button to collapse away parts of the invoice system.
However first of all this button is quite hard to find, and secondly it collapses the area
for sorting lists instead of the more reasonable alternative of collapsing the controls
for finding new Product Cards.

– Make drag-and-drop of product in the list auto-scroll the scrollbar. As of
now the drag-and-drop only works effectively within the 13 visible products inside the
invoice.

– Allow users to move items up and down the product line with keyboard
commands. It is very reasonable that the user would have the ability to move items
up and down the list by the press of keyboard buttons, e.g. Ctrl + Up Arrow for
moving the selected item up the list and Ctrl + Down Arrow for it down.

– Include new items to the list where the user has selected. Instead of always
adding new items last in the list it would be much more efficient in the case of long
lists that the user could choose himself where to put the item. Very reasonable is that
the item appears where the user has selected.

Make it easier to include products to the invoice with the keyboard

It is possible to browse the list of product cards by pressing the up and down arrows on the
keyboard. There are also keyboard commands for including products (e.g. Enter), however
when the keyboard command is pressed the list becomes unselected. To add another item
the user is thus forced to use his mouse and click on the list to reselect it. In effect this
renders the keyboard commands extremely inefficient if more than one item from the list is
meant to be included. To fix this usability issue would dramatically increase the keyboard
command efficiency.

Remove all unnecessary invoice layouts for either printing or e-mailing

There are a superfluous number of slightly visually different layouts for invoices. The user
is forced to choose them although there is no preview of them (only names are given). The
number of optional layouts presented to the user is made even greater by the fact that not
only layout applicable for invoices are presented, but also those for different sales orders
and sales proposals. A reasonable assumption is that most users stick to one layout and
therefore the system should not keep asking which layout he wants for every created invoice.
Instead it would be much better if any such settings where made elsewhere
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Make it easier to change logotype on the invoices

According to sales many new users are confused as to how to change the logotype on invoices.
This is also one of the first tasks the new user that wishes to bill will have to accomplish.
Changing logotype should not be much more difficult than changing profile pictures on
Facebook.

Allow users to remove, add and change their available Sales Order Status

There are 15 possible order statuses (14 if invoice is detracted). Of these 15 most users
presumably only use a few, but perhaps they miss a label which would describe their sales
order work-flow better. First suggestion is to rework the default order status for new clients
(removing those order states which probably no one uses, e.g. cash account or lending).
Second, to somewhere allow users to add, remove and change the order statuses which are
left (but of course, forcing them to leave at least one).

Make it easier to browse Product Cards according to their Category

The user must find and select category from a somewhat obscure list control (called Cat-
egory) and then press a button for the Product Cards in that category to be displayed.
The author’s recommendation is that this list should be placed more prominently, be called
Product Category, and upon selection the content of that Category should be shown.

Display upfront the most frequently billed products in the New Order/Invoice
screen

A good guess is that many users bill for some items more frequently than other. The system
should recognize this and try to present those items directly as the New Order/Invoice
screen is opened. This could be done by adding a new special product category called Most
Recently Billed Products, (containing a short top-list of the most recently billed Product
Cards) and displaying its content directly upfront by default.

Of course the content of such a special category should also have to exist in other normal
Product Categories. In general, perhaps the system would benefit from allowing Product
Cards to exist in several different Categories, such as e.g. songs can exist in several different
Playlists in iTunes. It would be good if items could belong in more than one product
category. However, the problems are e.g what happens if the user removes the product from
that category. Does it disappear from every category or just where the action occurred?

Record the action of printing and e-mailing invoices

The current invoice system does not record if a confirmed invoice is printed or e-mailed. If
the user is confused whether or not he actually billed a customer the system cannot help
him. Such a dilemma is costly, billing a customer twice looks unprofessional and not sending
the invoice could mean forgoing money entitled to. There should be some way of finding
out if any given invoice was printed or mailed. Extra helpful in some cases would be if it
additionally included by which user account and when the invoice was printed.
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Restructure the layout of the New Order/Invoice screen to better match the
user work-flow

A reasonable assumption is that the users first task is to select which customer to bill,
before actually building the invoice. This assumption is supported by user observations,
participation in the official invoice courses, and the warning the system gives that prices
might not be display correctly when a Product Card instance is included before the CRM
Card. If the assumption is true then selecting the CRM Card should be moved to a more
prominent place in the screen. Quite reasonable is to place these controls where Westerners
are most likely to first fix there eyes in a new document (the top left). (The basis of course
being the Westerners in general read from left to right). The new Order/Invoice screen
would thus look something like Figure 7.1, which can be compared to how it looks today
Figure 5.8.

Make the CRM Card button look like a button

The button for selecting the CRM Card for the invoice is presented as a non-editable form
field with the only attached description of Customer no. This provides almost no affordance
and if the user has found how to select CRM Card, it is either by patient trial and error
or by external help (help files or some other user’s tips). The suggestion is to first make
the button look like a button (using the standard button conventions), and secondly write
a descriptive text, such as Select Customer (CRM Card), or something similar.

Allow the user to preview the invoice before he saves and commits it

As the system works today the customer first has to save the invoice or sales order before he
can see how it will look when it is printed or e-mailed to the customer. Users observed, in
particularly those with less experience in 24SevenOffice, wished to view the invoice to check
for mistakes before they finally committed it to the book-keeping. A way to accomplish this
is to first produce a sales order, preview it, and then convert it to an invoice. However, this
both includes extra steps and is somewhat nonintuitive. Better would be if there was an
ability to preview the invoice before the invoice was saved. That would mean during the
production of the invoice. Such a preview embedded in the New Order/Invoice screen could
look something like the screen in Figure 7.2.

7.2 The Ambitious Redesign Vision

Based on the preliminary design requirements of Section 6.4 and further additional brain-
storming and contemplation this section tries to express a redesign vision to influence the
forthcoming major cross-browser redesign of the invoice system. That project constitutes
a major opportunity for the web application to significantly increase the core value to its
customers, which presumably is to help them achieve their goals more efficiently and effec-
tively. All 24SevenOffice customers are themselves companies which presumably wants to
increase their revenue and cut their costs. A reworked invoice system can help decrease the
costs by being more intuitive, thus lowering the company’s training costs, help users use the
tool more efficiently and thus save work hours, and can also further support the users with
information for more effective decision making.
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Figure 7.1: The area 3 (Marked blue) has controls for the finding and choosing of the invoice
recipient (CRM Card). This is the likely place where the user wishes to start the invoice
production, which should be reflected in the layout of the screen. This picture portrays
how the New Order/Invoice screen would look if area 3 occupied the most prominent screen
estate. It can be compared to how the screen looks today presented in Figure 5.8.

7.2.1 Expanded CRM and Invoice System Integration

As discussed the business system 24SevenOffice has been described as a CRM system with
Economy module (this was contrasted with Mamut, a major local competitor, which was
described the other way around)[40]. Presumably was implied that the CRM Module felt
more fully developed in 24SevenOffice than the Economy module. However, prioritizing the
CRM and placing it as the core of the ERP seems from a theoretical perspective as a very
reasonable thing to do. The customer-centric business approach CRM stands for seems like
a good philosophy around which to build a complete business system. At one place, the
CRM Module, there should be gathered most or all relevant information concerning the
customers. The CRM and the Invoice system have both much to gain from trading more
information with one another. Still, there is a good case that can be made for keeping CRM
optionally independent from the invoicing system. If the customers is paying for both CRM
and the invoice system some of the benefits can be the following:

– Billing information can be used for determining the value and ranking
of customers. Information on how much customers have bought in the past, how
fast they pay, and how much they are estimated to pay in the future (e.g. based
on repeating invoices estimations), can greatly support a user’s estimation for which
customers are most valuable to them (and which could be dropped). It can also help
to locate those once active customers who have for some reason or another stopped
buying things. This ranking and information which could work both on individual
CRM Cards and user specified groupings of CRM Cards (e.g. Geographic Regions or
Branches) ought to be displayed in the CRM Module.

– Presenting what a customer has previously bought. For e.g. support it could
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Figure 7.2: Preview of the invoice in production.

be highly useful to see what and when a customer bought something (Product Card).
This could be shown in graphics on the customers CRM Card. Perhaps also with a
top list of the most bought products the given customer has bought. Such information
can presumably tell a lot which kind of customer it is. The same top list information
can also help make the including of Product Cards during the invoice production more
efficient.

– See and manage individual customer’s subscriptions (Repeating Invoices)
on their CRM Card. All information about a single customer should be displayed
on the customer’s CRM Card. Subscriptions targeting individual customers are such
a function and tools for managing those should available on the CRM Cards. E.g.
from a customer Card it should be easy to create a new or cancel an old subscription.

7.2.2 Distinct Billing and Sales Order Management Systems

The current billing system is to a high degree intertwined with the Sales Order Manage-
ment (discussed at length in Section 5.2.1). The Purchase Order Management and Account
Receivable System are at the other hand very independent from one another. If symmetry
rules applied, then the Invoice System should be as fully functional without the Sales Or-
der Management as the Accounts Payable System is without the usage of Purchase Order
System. (The Account Payable System is where the company registers its bills and pays
the money it owes). But this is not only a matter of aesthetics. Clicking on a button called
new Order to bill (which is the way to access new Order/Invoice screen from the CRM
Module) is presumably conflicting with the user’s mental model of sales orders as entities
distinct from invoices. Furthermore, separating the two makes it easier to think about the
differentiated needs that the systems at their core are meant to help solve. Sales Order
Management could have additional features relating to the Order fulfillment. The Invoice
System on its part could form a more coherent whole.

The two distinct systems should, however, communicate. Successful Sales Order are
destined to be billed so there needs to be a function to convert sales orders to invoices.
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Conversely, it could be interesting to the user to back-track from which sales order (and/or
sales leads) individual invoices originated.

7.2.3 New Billing Overview

The current invoice system has no clear center. The closest thing is the New Order/Invoice
screen, but its functionality only deals with the production and delivery of one invoice at a
time. Much more invoice functionality is distributed throughout the Economy Module.

A total remake of the invoice system should gather and structure the invoice functionality
in a more coherent system. The suggestion is creating a new billing overview screen to act
as a center for the billing system. Figure 7.3 tries to summarize how the overview could fit
in and help organize the invoice functionality.

Figure 7.3: The diagram presents an abstracted picture of how the new invoice overview
could relate to the functionality of the invoice system. The arrows represent the main
input/output. The overview should act as the center where the user feels that all the
different invoices are stored. The user should also find all the functionality that acts with
or upon invoices from the overview.

The functionality the center should manage or refer to includes:
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– New Invoice Create either a confirmed or unconfirmed invoice, optionally using an
Invoice Template (if available).

– New Invoice Template Identical to the process of creating an invoice except for
leaving out the recipient and invoice date information.

– New Template from Invoice The function to extract and make an Invoice Template
from an existing invoice.

– New Repeating Invoice from Template Repeating invoices should be based on
an Invoice Template, which at a specified frequency generate an unconfirmed invoice
targeted on a single recipient CRM Card.

– Management of Unconfirmed Invoices Unconfirmed Invoices that are not saved
in the book-keeping.

– Management of Unsent Invoices Unsent Invoices are confirmed invoices that have
neither been e-mailed or printed.

– Management of Unpaid Invoices (i.e. Accounts Receivable) Unpaid invoices
are invoices that have been delivered but not yet registered as payed.

– History of Paid Invoices Function to find recently paid invoices if e.g. the user
has incorrectly sent an invoice and subsequently needs to create a Credit note (for
repaying the customer).

– Management of Invoice Templates Invoice Template, especially when connected
to Repeating Invoices, can potentially be quite a complex matter. This should be
mitigated with a good overview.

– Management of Repeating Invoices If repeating invoices are going to be effective
for anyone but the expert user, they must be easy to manage as well as to create.

– General Invoice Settings The overview would be a natural place to put invoice
specific settings (e.g. those referring to the invoice documents layout).

7.2.4 Revised Invoice Production

More Efficient Invoice Recipient Selection

Every invoice requires a CRM Card as its recipient. Selecting CRM Cards should thus be
made as effective and efficient as possible. In the current New Order/Invoice Screen the
user can search among CRM Cards using the following six search criteria:

– Name

– Customer ID

– Phone

– Address

– Postcode

– County
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Each search criteria has its own form field and when the user presses search all CRM
Cards that meet the criteria appear in a results box below the search button (see Figure
7.4). The search result is presented with names sorted in alphabetical order. If the user’s
search criteria are broad the results can be a rather long list. This is handled by adding a
scrollbar to the result box, but because of the small size of the box long lists are it is still
hard to browse through. Such long results also cause up to several second long delays in the
demo client.

Figure 7.4: The search field for CRM Cards has one field for each searchable criteria. When
the user presses Search these are matched against all CRM Cards with a customer ID. The
result is presented in a rather small box in alphabetical order based on the CRM Cards’
names. 11 results are shown upfront and to see the rest the users have to use the scrollbar.

For the redesign there are a few suggestions, which are also illustrated in Figure 7.6:

– Suggest frequently billed CRM Cards up front

– Allow the user to specify whether he is searching for Private Customers or
Companies

– Reduce the number of Search Fields and make them guess what the user
is searching for

– Limit the number of results to reduce delay

– Present the results according to both search criteria relevance but also
other factors such as how often or frequently the CRM Card has been
billed.

– Be responsive and update the results as the user is typing in new infor-
mation If the user writes the letter a, immediately present the best results that have
names starting with the letter a, or secondly perhaps have addresses starting with the
letter a.

– If the user is searching for Company Cards and there are no results from
the CRM, then present the best results from Dun & Bradstreet. But the
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system should make sure not to present any Companies from Dun & Bradstreet which
are already stored in the CRM. They should also clearly be marked off with both text
and color (see Figure 7.5). If the users click on such an external database result then
they should be asked if they wish to import the Company Card. But that process
should be automatic and after this the invoice production should continue as if the
user would have chosen a CRM Card previously already stored.

Figure 7.5: The new customer search should update its results with each new character the
user is providing. When no appropriate results can be found in the user’s CRM database
the system should expand the search to the Dun & Bradstreet database which contains all
Swedish and Norwegian companies.

Importation of Product Cards

From one list we build another list. This is when the design pattern List builder applies.
From list A (product search results), the user built list B (products included in the invoice).
In the current version the lists are placed on top of each other. Both lists are much broader
then they are high. But especially list A does not need large width. The only attributes it
needs to list are those which help the user identify the Product Cards he wishes to include.
The attributes now listed are:

– An icon picture (same green box for all Product Cards)

– Product name

– Product number (referred to here as serial number)

– Stock

– Available quantity

– Sales price

– Discount

– Overhead cost
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Presumably the Product Name and Product Number would suffice for most users to
pick out the Product Cards they wish to include. Quite arguably the biggest screen estate
squandering of the New Order/Invoice is that the list A got much more space than it needs.
List B on the other hand has enough space horizontally but often much too little vertically.
The redesign suggestion is to put them side by side rather than having them lined up
vertically. Figure 7.6 and 7.7 show how that could look like, and also illustrate how much
List A could be shrunk, and how simpler controls for searching and finding Product Cards
could be used. There is a design principle which states:

Take things away until the design breaks, then put the last thing back in[12].

(Goal-Directed design principle)

Figure 7.6: Redesign proposal for the embedding of products in an invoice.

7.2.5 Revamped Product Management System

The CRM can exist without the Invoice system. However, the Product Management can-
not since they are too much dependent on each other. As discussed in Section 5.2.2 and
confirmed by opinions by users of 24SevenOffice the current Product Management’s raison
d’être is basically to serve billing. The two systems are always sold together and when
redesigning the Product Management there need not be any consideration of a scenario
without the invoice system present.

However, the very close interdependence of the two systems makes the usability issues
of the Product Management intertwined with the user experience of billing.
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Figure 7.7: Redesign proposal for the embedding of products in an invoice.

The Product Management itself suffers from some important usability issues of which
perhaps the most critical is that it is not used enough. For many reasons users observed
do not use the Product Management nearly to the extent which it is intended. The goal
must be that the Product Cards in the Product Management reflect the real product the
company is selling and that these also have correct default prices and are properly used in
billing. To increase the usage of the Product Management the redesign effort should focus
on making it both more attractive and user-friendly.

Making creating new Product Cards easier

It should be easier to add a New Product Cards to the Product Management. To create the
first Product Card the user first must realize that he needs to create a Product Category
and click the button New Category which is located up in the left corner of the Product
Management screen. When the Category has been created he must select it and first then
does the button the create a new Product Card appear. But it appears down in the left
corner among many other button which makes it hard to find. When the user clicks the
button to create a new Product Card he is presented with over 100 different GUI controls, in
three layers (ranging from product price to web shop information). The minimum required
to produce a Product Card should reasonably be the product name. Other significant fields
are product number, price information and sales tax. When the user clicks to save the
Product Card a pop-up flashes with a title Warning! in capital letters. It is impossible
to read what is written under the title in normal circumstances, but if a screen capture is
taken, then the user can see that the warning is completely unnecessary and the only effect
is to scare the user (see Figure 7.8).
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A new Product Management system should make it much easier to find the new Product
Card button. Very reasonably it should be placed next to the new Product Category button.
As for all the 100 different available GUI controls in the screen for creating a Product Card,
it seems clear that many are just superfluous and should simply be removed. Those left
should be prioritized and the most important should be placed in more prominent places
of the GUI. Perhaps there should be two versions of the Product Card, one simple and
one advanced. It could take a hint from the way Microsoft Windows Built-in calculator
has a simple standard version and an advanced scientific version. The simple Product
Card should only have those form fields that most users require and the extended advanced
Product Cards could have the additional optional features such as quantity in inventory or
web shop attributes.

Furthermore, it is reasonable that a user should not have to place each Product inside
a Product Category. For the first time user that only wishes to create a new Product Card
that constraint is a non-intuitive extra step towards the final goal. Today it is also possible
to have nested Product Categories, but this functionality is not well supported by e.g. New
Order/Invoice screen and is slightly confusing. The recommendation is that the nested
category function should be removed.

Figure 7.8: This warning flashes for less than a second each time a Product Card is saved.
It serves no purpose and should be removed.

Making the Product Management More Attractive

The current Product Management System makes an impression that it is made for only
receiving user input Not much useful information is provided there (instead the data is
used in the billing system and in report generating). But the report generating might not
be done by the same person who edits the Product Cards. In any case, it is the author’s
belief that users would be more likely to use the Product Management if the system would
present more information. Another issue is that the screen is built based on Microsoft
Windows Explorer File and Folder idiom, presenting Product Categories in the manner
of Folders and Product Cards as Files. This, among other things means that a Product
Card can at one time only belong to one Product Category. Perhaps this is an unnecessary
restraint. Company Cards in a new cross-browser CRM currently under development can
in contrast belong to several different Categories. If Product Cards could belong to several
different Product Categories at the same time there could perhaps also be room for a sort
of Special Smart Categories which are automatically filled according to rules specified by
the user. Such Smart Categories would be inspired by iTunes Smart Playlist which could
have rules such as herein lays the 25 most recently billed Product Cards. See Figure 7.9 for
an example of the iTunes Smart Playlist. Or perhaps even more specific rules such as the
25 most revenue bringing of the billed Product Cards during the last three months within
a certain geographic region.
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Then for each Product Card it could be interesting have a good graphical overview
of changes in the Product Card’s price shown together with units sold (billed) over time.
Also perhaps which sales person sold most of an item during a time duration (matched by
Sales Reference). In general there could be much more information and statistics about
the Product Cards presented in the Product Management. Much of this information is
presumably available in generated reports but it would be good if more of this information
was more readily available outside the Report Module. If it was that could make the benefits
of entering correct input more visible and obvious to a greater number and range of users.
That is, not only to those users who are accustomed to generating and reading reports at
the Report Module.

Figure 7.9: The Figure is an example of a Smart Playlist in iTunes, which is automatically
filled with all the songs which pass its requirements. Perhaps the same functionality could
be of use in 24SevenOffice. Then the Smart Lists would not be called recently played but
instead e.g. recently billed.
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Conclusions

The thesis goal to produce a set of redesign suggestions for the invoice system was succesfully
reached. The Personas helped model the users of the system and proved a valuable tool in
the design phase.

I had initially predicted that the results would be more developed and include some form
of prototype testing. However, the scope of the problem was bigger than my first assump-
tions. I also wanted to find a consensus between the major stakeholders on my suggestions,
before committing the design to any possible direction it might develop. This was something
I only acquired at the very end of the thesis project, together with a job opportunity to
develop a high-fidelity prototype to test the concepts. The prototype was built with the
JavaScript Framework Ext JS and it was well received. You can find screenshots of the
prototype in the appendix.

8.1 Limitations

The major limitation in the research phase was the relatively small amount of interviewees
(six persons from four different companies). As a consequence the empirical foundation for
the Personas is not as firm as I would have like it to be.

8.2 Future work

Future work should start with the stakeholders of the invoice system discussing and deciding
which of the preliminary requirements are worth working on. With a consensus about focus
on the design the next step would be visualizing the solutions. The more detailed the
design the more collaboration the project should have with both the developers and other
stakeholders. The end result of the design phase should be a detailed design specification.
However the work would not be finished until the new invoice system is launched.
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Appendix A

High-Fidelity Prototype

After presenting the results of this thesis to stakeholders at 24SevenOffice I was awarded with
a job opportunity to continue developing and refining the design proposals. Stakeholders
were particularly interested in the concept of presenting a responsive preview of the invoice
during its construction.

It was decided that I would develop a high-fidelity prototype to investigate how such a
preview could be implemented. The prototype was built in Ext JS 3, which is the JavaScript
Framework used by 24SevenOffice in developing their Project Management Module.

The prototype allows the user to select invoice recipient and include the products, price
and payment terms to the invoice.
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Figure A.1: The prototype requires that the user chooses the invoice recipient from the
CRM database. When a CRM Card is selected information about the customer is presented
to the right of the list.
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Figure A.2: If the user searches for a company not registered in his CRM database, then
results from Dun & Bradstreets database is shown, these can be imported to the CRM with
a single click. The Dun & Bradstreet database includes all companies registered in both
Sweden and Norway.
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Figure A.3: After the user has selected the invoice recipient, new GUI controls appear.
These controls include fields for filling in payment terms, billing and shipping address. Any
change in value of these fields are immediately reflected in invoice preview.
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Figure A.4: To include products to the invoice the user opens up an embedded window.
At this screen the products that the user’s company is selling are listed to the left, and the
products included in the invoice are presented to the right.
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Figure A.5: When the user changes the invoice date, the due date changes accordingly.
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